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Summer Newsletter

CORNELL
MAKES

$500,000
GIFT TOWARD
FINE ARTS CENTER
INTER PARK-ln a surprise announcement to Rollins College
alumni and parents who were on
campus for their annual reunion
weekend, President Jack B. Critchfield disclosed that George D. and
Harriet W. Cornell had committed
$500,000 toward the construction of
a Fine Arts Center at Rollins.
The gift, which is the largest
received during Dr. Critchfield's
four year administration will fund a
major portion of an urgently needed
facility to replace an inadequate
and outdated frame art building
which houses one of Rollins most
important academic programs.
Although the structure is not yet
completely funded and a groundbreaking date as yet has not been
set, Dr. Critchfield stated that
planning would begin immediately
for the facility. He added that he
hoped this generous leadership gift
would prompt other friends of the
College to assist with meeting this
important need.
Mr. Cornell, an active alumnus of
the College, graduated in 1935 as a
History major. He has been a
director of the Central Valley
National Bank since 1940. Married
to the former Harriet Wilkes, the
Cornells reside in both Delray
Beach, Florida and Central Valley,
New York.
It is planned that the new Fine
Arts Center, to be constructed on
the 65-acre main campus, will
provide adequate and desirable
classroom, studio, and exhibition
area for the art department. Specifically, tentative plans call for the
facility to provide painting, sculpture, ceramic and photography
studios,- lecture rooms, offices, and
exhibit galleries for major and
minor exhibitions. Also included
will be storage space for the
permanent and traveling collection,
sculpture courts and gardens. The
structure will be of Spanish-Mediterranean architectural style in
keeping with the traditional scale
and order of the Rollins campus.
CONTINUED on Page 10
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Reunion '73
The Dates: April 27, 28, 29, 1973
The Place: Walt Disney World
The Event: Alumni Reunion and
Parents Weekend
For the first time in the history of
the College, Alumni Reunion and
Parents Weekend were combined.
Some 150 parents and 300 alumni
were on hand again this year at
beautiful Walt Disney World to
participate in the festivities and, of
course, to witness the magic that is
Disney. From as far away as Aurora,
Oregon to Woodside, California to
St. Croix, Virgin Islands to Waterville, Maine, our alums and parents
descended on Central Florida.

Jmday:

More than 500 students, alumni, parents and community friends attended the dedication
ceremonies of the Alfond Swimming Pool. Along with the Alfond family others receiving
special recognition for major contributions were Mrs. Homer Wilson; Dart Industries; StaRite Products, Inc.; and Mrs. John E. Long.

ALFOND SWIMMING
POOL DEDICATED
WITH BIG SPLASH
diving exhibition. And Dr. Dan Riva,
'm^ollins College's new swimming
head of Continuing Education, narpool was dedicated Sunday, April
rated a waterski show.
29 in special ceremonies at poolside
The dedication and water shows
and named in honor of the Alfond
followed a picnic in front of the
family.
Mills Memorial Library. Earlier the
Dr. Jack B. Critchfield, president
Alumni Association and the Parents'
of the College, presided over the . Association held their annual meetceremonies and recognized other
ings. The Alfond Swimming Pool is
key donors to the pool complex.
a 25-yard short-course, eight lane
Harry Meisel, Rollins' swimming
pool. It has two 3-meter boards and
coach, narrated during a special
two 1-meter boards.
#

Registration was the rule of the day.
Our base of operations this year was
the majestic Contemporary Resort
Hotel. . .the unique A frame edifice
with a monorail running through its
lobby. Once we had located our
friends (they could have been in the
Tower, the Contemporary North or
the Contemporary South) we were
ready to relax and en-joy the
weekend.
A poolside Caribbean Party was
to have been held that evening, but
gusty 40 mile per hour northwest
winds and falling' temperatures
forced us indoors. Cocktail hour
was held by the pool, but we all felt
much more comfortable once inside for the buffet dinner. A steel
drum band provided that Caribbean
atmosphere making the occasion
most enjoyable. Chancellor Hugh
McKean was on hand for his annual
"plate presentation." Honored this
night were those members of the
class of 1948 who were celebrating
their 25th Reunion. They were:
GERALD FARRENS, HOWARD
FISHER, EARL FLANAGAN, KATHY
GAGE MINOR, ROBERT FERGUSON, MARJORIE SOMMER KOCH,
WILLIAM RINCK, ALICE O'NEAL
DYE, HERMAN GOODWIN, JOHN
COOPER and JACK REDDING.
Hugh wound up the informal
proceedings with his now famous
habit of giving away the extra plates
to anyone who thought he deserved
one. (There were a few takers!)
The remainder of Friday night
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REUNION.
and, from a few scattered reports, a
portion of Saturday morning were
spent socializing at the various
decade parties.

SATURDAY:
At 8 a.m. sharp, 96 tireless alumni
and parents took on the championship Magnolia golf course. Despite
chilly temperatures and a stiff
breeze (sweaters were in order) 48
golf carts led by a pace cart,
departed the club house for a shot
gun start. As with any golf tournament, there were prizes galore.
For the Alumni:
Men
Low gross was won by
Mark Aspinwall 71
Low net was won by Connie Mack
Butler '55
Women
Low gross was won by
Peggy Kirk Bell '43
Low net was won by jean Brown
Hemphill '59
Longest Drive Contest was won by
Arby Arbogast '50

Closest to the Pin Contest was won
by John Harris 70
For the Parents and Students:
Men
Low Gross was won by
Richard Albrecht
Low net was won by Eugene Curtis
Women
Low gross was won by
Hollis Stacey [Student]
Low net was won by Jerry Brown
Longest Drive Contest was won by
Ed Danowitz, Sr.
Closest to the Pin Contest was won
by Thomas Bearden
While all this flailing was going on
at the Disney Golf Resort, some 35
alumni, parents and students participated in the annual tennis
tournament. After all the dust had
settled at the Contemporary Hotel
courts, these people emerged victorious:
For the Alumni:
Women-Winner was Sharon
Voss Lorenzen '59
Runner-up was Mary Martin Hayes
'55
Men
Winner was Larry Dorr '58
Runner-up was Lee Baggett '65
For the Parents and Students:
Women-Winner was Frances
Shannon [Student]
Runner-up was Mildred Poretsky
Men
Winner was Joel Poretsky
[student]
Runner-up was Bill Shannon

(You might say that two families
dominated the tennis field for the
parents and students! Congratulations to all!!)
The rest of the day Saturday was
"on your own." Under beautiful
(warming) clear skies, the weather
was idea] for any outdoor activity.
The
evening
festivities were
kicked off by two cocktail parties;
one in the Hemisphere Lounge for
alumni (who were appropriately
greeted by Chip 'n Dale) and the
President's Reception for parents in
the Rocky Mountains Room high
atop the Contemporary Hotel.
The gala banquet followed at 8
o'clock in the Grand Ballroom.
Again this year, the highlight of the
meal was the parade of the flaming
baked Alaska. With all the lights off,

versary. They were Elfrieda Koibe the day was the surprise announceAdler, Raymond W. Greene, Ruth ment made by President Jack
McKee Neitzel, and Alice Camp- Critchfield that alumnus George
bell. The next presentation was to Cornell '34 and Mrs. Cornell have
the alumnus and parent who had pledged $500,000 toward the contraveled the greatest distance to struction of a new Fine Arts Center
return for this Weekend. Wynee on the Rollins campus. This deep
Martin Warden '45 from Woodside, devotion to Rollins is something of
California received the Alumni rec- which all the alumni of the College
ognition and Mr. and Mrs. Harold can be most proud. For a more
Alfond of Waterville, Maine re- detailed explanation of this anceived the Parents recognition.
nouncement, see the feature story
Dr. Rodgers then recognized John contained in this newsletter.
M. "Red" Harris '44, the new Alumni
member of the College Board of Sunday
Trustees. The new member's of the
The final day of Alumni Reunion
Rollins College Alumni Association
and Parents Weekend dawned
Board of Directors were then recogbright and sunny. Those alumni and
nized. They are: Dorothea Bufalino
parents who departed the Land of
Blakemore '50, Dennis N. Folken
Disney early and attended the
'56, William F. Koch '49, Thomas C.
special
chapel
service
in the
Knowles Memorial Chapel had the
pleasure of hearing the Reverend
James Bartlett, class of 1929, from
Clearwater, Florida deliver the
sermon.
Following the service at 11 a.m.,
the annual meetings of the Alumni
and Parents Association were held
in Crummer and Bush Auditoriums
respectively. At the Alumni
Meeting, Dennis N. Folken '56
turned over the gavel for the
1973/74 fiscal year to William R.
Gordon '51. Also taking office for
the new year were Don W. Tauscher
'55 (President-elect; 1st Vice-Presi
dent), Robert H. Showalter '69 (2nd
Vice-President), Thomas C. Nelson
'53 (treasurer), and Edith Scott
Justice '42 (Secretary).
At the Parents Meeting, Mrs.
Hamer Wilson turned over the gavel
for the new fiscal year to Mrs. Harry
J. Tamoney of Boca Raton, Florida.
Abo elected into office were Mr.
Albert J. Weatherhead (1st Vice
President) from Cleveland Heights,
Ohio; Mr. Thomas H. Bearden (2nd
Vice President)
from
Houston,
Texas; Mr. Frederick H. Steiwer (3rd
Vice President) from Norwalk, Connecticut. Alco elected at this meeting were the following new Directors of the National Advisory committee; Mr. Thomas A. Finch from
Thomasville, North Carolina; Mr.
William D. Hunt from Essex Fells,
New Jersey; Mr. Rolf Kaltenborn
Dennis Folken '56 (R) turns over the Presidency of the Alumni Association to
Bill Gordon '51.'
from Palm Beach, Florida; Mr.
the ballroom came alive as if Nelson '53, and Robert H. Showalter William C. Lickle from Wilmington,
Delaware; Mr. Benton F. Love from
thousands of fire flies were flitting '69.
For the next hour we were all de- Houston, Texas; Mr. Robert M.
about. The effect created by the
lightfully
entertained by our de- Rosenthal from Washington, D. C;
mirrored ceilings is truly specpartments
of Music and Theatre Mr. Welcome W. Wilson from
tacular.
While we were finishing dessert, Arts. Included in this production Houston Texas; Mr. Milton BlakeDr. Charles Rodgers of our Depart- were the Rollins Singers, soloist more from Winter Park, Florida; Mr.
ment of Theatre Arts and Speech Gregory Mercer 73, the cast from Eugene J. Curtis, Jr. from Delray
began his MC duties for the formal "You're a Good Man Charlie Beach, Florida; Mr. Alvin Wunderportion of the program. Awards and Brown," Dr. William Gallo's Brass lich, Jr. from Memphis, Tennessee;
special recognitions were the first Ensemble, and the Rollins Chapel Mr. Edward C. Geiger, Sr. from
order of business. Honored first Choir. Dancing to Dr. Jack Lane's Lansdale, Pennsylvania; Mr. Wilwere those members from the class Faculty Trio concluded the eve- liam R. Kuntz from Larchmont, New
York; and Mr. John T. Moore from
of 1923 who were in attendance to ning's entertainment.
Without a doubt, the highlight of Manalapan, Florida.
celebrate their 50th Reunion Anni-
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Following the Annual Meetings,
the traditional picnic for Alumni,
Parents and their families was held
on the Mills Memorial Library lawn.
The Pioneer Alumni (those graduating/attending prior to 1930)
enjoyed their largest attendance in
history at their annual luncheon in
the Student Union on Sunday.
Unfortunately, the photographer
assigned to cover the luncheon did
not appear, thus no photos are
available. Under the able leadership
of Pioneer co-chairman Charles
Spross '27 and "Pinky" Zbller '29',
over 100 alumni heard brief remarks
by Chancellor McKean and president Critchfield, and noted several
awards made to 50 year graduates
and others.
At 2 p.m. the weekend was
brought to a formal close with the
dedication ceremonies of our new
Alfond Swimming Pool. Through
the generosity of the Harold Alfond
Family of Waterville, Maine, this
swimming complex has become a
reality. For complete coverage of
the dedication ceremonies, see the
feature story contained in this
newsletter.
Thus, Reunion and Parents
Weekend 1973 has come and gone.
Those alums and parents who were
present, we enjoyed seeing you and
hope the weekend was as pleasant
for you as it was for us. Those alums
and parents who couldn't attend
this year, we missed you, but look
forward to the opportunity of being
with you next year.
#

The Rollins Plavers on stage at the Contemporary Hotel presenting songs from "You 're a Good Man, Charlie Brown.

ROLLINS
ALUMNI

NOTICE
1974 ALUMNI REUNION

Proof Positive that Alumni Reunion is a "family affair".

Jeannette and Hugh McKean and newly elected trustee "Red Harris '44

The Rollins College Alumni
Association Board of Directors,
with the consent of the Rollins
Parents Association, recently
voted to hold the 1974 Alumni
Reunion and Parents'Weekend
March 29-31, 1974 on campus.
i We have already booked 200
rooms at the Langford Hotel in
iWinter Park (special Rollins rate of
'$20 per room, children FREE) and
'plan to have a barbecue and beer
bust (yes, alcohol will be allowed
on campus next year!) at the new
lAlfond Pool on campus Friday
night. Saturday night will note
'some type of big name entertainment in the Enyart-Alumni Field
House. Classes ending in '4 and '9
will be honored. Mark your calendars now to attend.
#

Some of the alums from the 1960's who were on hand for their class party.
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REUNION
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THE DEAN
RETIRES
Reprinted with permission

By Sue Hong
Sentinel Star Staff
After lending a friendly ear for 25
vears to students and caculty members alike, Ref. Theodore S. Darrah
is retiring as chaplain of Knowles
Memorial Chapel at Rollins College.
Dean Darrah, an affable and witty
New England scholar, has put up
with everything--the smell of
melting limburger cheese on the
pulpit lights and sitting on a hymm
book hidden under the pulpit chair
by a mischievous student-but has

relished it all, according to Clara
Adolf, former secretary to Darrah.
The cigar-chomping, 59-year-old
professor will become a student at
the University of Edinburgh, Scotland, on a year's leave of absence.
Although his main purpose is to
bring himself up to date with
Biblical research, Darrah also wants
to renew the joy of being a student
again.
Teaching, to Darrah, is "heady"
stuff. He has been teaching so long
he would like to again experience
life on the other side of the
fence-to improve his teaching as
well as enjoy the lack of responsibilities.
Although he is retiring as dean of

faith in their parents, become
"emotionally atheistic."
Come graduation time, however,
when parents visit the campus
Darrah discovers parents aren't all
"horns and tails," the impression
students give their counselor.
Bora in Boston, Darrah graduated
with a Bachelor of Science degree
from Harvard University in 1936 and
received a Bachelor of Sacred
Theology degree from Harvard Divinity School in 1939.
Ordained a Congregational minister in December, 1939, Darrah
ministered in Ellington and Salisbury, Conn, until 1947.
Coming to Orlando wasn't on his
mind, but he was recommended to
Rollins College by a Harvard
Divinity School professor and this
was the "Bible Belt".
Noting the Congretional church
was host church in the founding of
Rollins College and there were
numerous New Englanders supporting the new school, Darrah has
felt at home since arriving here in
1947.
"The student body is from widely
different parts of the country and I
have had more dealing with them
than local clergy," he says.
As the years have passed, Darrah
notes the faces on Main Street have
changed and the community seems
more impersonal.
On the plus side, however, he
feels the local clergy is more
scholarly and liberal today than 25
years ago.
While Darrah prefers to remain
silent on his accomplishments, his
many associates and friends have
showered him with praise.
"Dean Darrah helped build the
chapel as a center of campus spirit."
says Charles Perlo, senior student
and one-time usher at Knowles
Chapel. "He is one of most understanding and knowledgeable and
the most respected."
Barbara Bey, a black student majoring in History, feels Darrah is a
"Now I have become too respecsincere person interested in minotable," he mildly complains. "They
rity people getting an education.
open the door for me-I've become
Dr.
Arnold Wettstein notes
an institution."
Darrah would be particulary missed
As he sees it, the current generabecause of his availability in countion is less concerned with a fancy
salary and more concerned about
their brothers and a more humane
society-generally without a "Holy
Joe" attitude.
Darrah also finds today's young
people approach religion with more
emotional ease, although he is not
r/lNTER PARK-Mr. Walt Hundsure if they have more faith.
ley,
director of Alumni Affairs at
Darrah notes most of the stuRollins
College, has announced that
dents' problems stem from poor
the
members
of the 1973 Class of
relationships with their parents.
the Rollins College Central School
Students are hurt by the lack of
for Continuing Education have
dialogue and, when they lose their

the chapel, Darrah will continue
teaching philosophy and religion
after his
sabbatical
year in
Edinburgh.
A bit weary of the limelight being
cast upon his retirement from the
chapel, he modestly cites his definition of sin: "excessive selfconcern."
"As we mature," he points out,
"we should get rid of that selfcentered attitude. People should be
less concerned about what happens
to little old me."
During his early years at Rollins,
students were always playing games
or tricks on him, but he always took
it in good fun.
Darrah recalls he always was
careful when mingling with the
students because of their propensity
for jokes.

seling faculty and students.
"We don't know what we are
going to do without him," worries
Dr. Wettstein, "and that's a strange
comment coming from his successor, isn't it?"
Chapel organist Alexander Anderson, who has worked with
Darrah for four years, says the worst
thing he could say about Darrah is
refer to his "smelly cigar".
"You could smell it in the organ
in the chapel," he claims.
Anderson is most impressed by
Dean Darrah's dry sense of humor.
The way he teaches the Old Testament, "Darrah makes events happen," he says.
Ellen Emerson, Darrah's secretary, says he taught her "patience
more than anything else." She feels
Darrah has great ability to make
students learn.
"He doesn't lecture in a normal
sense," she notes.
Darrah will answer questions with
another so the students learn to
think for themselves, she explains.
Reportedly "very close with, his
money," Darrah jokingly claims a
need to "eat corn flakes for the next
week or so" every time he has to
spend an extra dollar.
A few weeks ago, when scheduled to go to Atlanta, he decided to
drive in order to save on plane fare.
However, at that time the Suwanee
River was overflowing and roads
were closed, so he had to fly.
Dr. Wettstein kidded him about
the extra cost and, when Darrah
mumbled about eating cornflakes
for a few more weeks, Dr. Wettstein
suggested, "Why don't you just fast
for three weeks and go first class?"
Mrs. Emerson says that was the
only time in eight years she has ever
seen him stumped for an answer.
According to Dr. fred Hicks,
assistant to the president of Rollins
College, Darrah is the most important influence on the campus in 25
years.
"His impact on students is immeasurable," Dr. Hicks says.
"Assisting in an individualized
way, he treated everyone as a
human being. The guy will never by
replaced."
•

Continuing Education Class
Makes Gift to College
made a presentation to the College
in the amount of $1,212.90. The gift,
which was received by Rollins
president Dr. Jack B. Critchfield,
highlighted the classes graduation
dance which was held on May 25 in
the Maitland Civic Center.
•
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COMMENCEMENT 1973
628 Degrees Conferred
On Saturday, May 26, degrees
were conferred on 402 graduates of
Rollins College's School of Continuing Education and the Patrick Air
Force Base Branch. In ceremonies
on May 27, 226 graduates of the
full-time undergraduate program
and the Crummer Schooi of Finance
and Business Administration received degrees from the College.
Sen. Ed Gurney, who was the
guest speaker at the combined
commencement excercises on Saturday, was presented the William
Fremont Blackman Medal which is
awarded to alumni, trustees, faculcy
administration, students or friends
of Rollins in recognition of distinguished achievement. The presentation to Sen. Gurney was made by
Rollins College president, Dr. Jack
B. Critchfield.
Other awards conferred during
the ceremony included the degree
of Doctor of Fine Arts to Ira
McKissick Koger, and the degree of
Doctor of Science to Louis Carlton
Herring. Rollins'Decoration of Honor, which is awarded to someone
that has contributed outstanding
service to the College, was presented to Dr. Paul Douglass.
Herring, who is a native of
Alabama, has lived in Florida since
1920. While in the Navy on duty in
Haiti, he engaged in malaria research and furthur served as the
senior technician in serology at the
U.S. Naval Hospital in Philadelphia.
Koger, a native of South Carolina,
is president emeritus of the Jacksonville Symphony, trustee and past
president of the Jacksonville Art
Museum, vice chairman of the
Florida Fine Arts Council and
former member of the South Carolina state legislature.
Dr. Elvis J. Stahr, president of the
National Audubon Society and
former Secretary of the Army under
President John F. Kennedy, was the
guest speaker at the full-time graduate and Roy E. Crummer School of
Finance and Business Administration ceremonies held in the Enyart
Alumni Fieldhouse on the Rollins
campus. Dr. Stahr, who went to
Oxford University in England as a
Rhodes Scholar, also became a
recipient of the William Fremont
Blackman Medal with President
Critchfield again making the presentation.
Dr. Critchfield also conferred the
degree of Doctor of Environmental
Science on Dr. Stahr.

The Rollins Decoration of Honor,
awarded for outstanding service to
the College, was presented to
Howard Aubrey MacDonald. MacDonald, a native of Vermont,
graduated from Rollins in 1929.
"Mr. Mac" has been a familiar sight
on the campus since his undergraduate days, almost 50 years ago.
The Rev. Theodore S. Darrah,
who is the retiring dean of the
Knowles Memorial Chapel and professor of religion at Rollins, was
awarded the doctor of humanities
degree. Rev. Darrah, who has been

a member of the Rollins faculty
since 1947, took his bachelor of
science degree from Harvard College and received his bachelor of
sacred theology from Harvard Divinity School.
Another presentation made during the commencement excercies'
was that of the Arthur Vining Davis
Fellowship Award which is given
annually to three faculty members
who "make significant and outstanding contributions during the
year in particular areas of interest".
This year's recipients of the award

include Dr. Hoyt Edge, Assistant
Professor of Philosophy, Dr. George
Cochran, Associate Professor of
Chemistry and Dr. Charles Edmondson, Assistant Professor of History
and Political Science. Selection of
recipients is made by students,
faculty, the college provost and the
college president.
Miss Jennifer Kaplan, former
president of the Rollins Student
Association, along with Miss Barb
Henning were awarded the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallions
for "excellence of character and
service to humanity". The Rev.
Theodore S. Darrah made the
presentations.
Graduating magna cum laude
was Mr. James Arthur Earhart while
Miss Linda Marie Walters graduated
summa cum laude.
•

An Old Dog Learns Some New Tricks

(Left to Right) President Jack Critchfield conferrs degree upon 74 year-old Luther M. Sandwick as Business School Dean Charles Welsh looks on.

WlNTER PARK-Luther M. Sandwick of 332 N. Phelps Ave., is proof
positive that education is a lifetime
and on-going process. At the age of
74 and 53 years after he earned his
bachelor's degree, he gained a
master's degree from
Rollins
College.
A native of California, he moved
to Chicago when he was only four
years old and took a bachelor's
degree in philosophy from the
University of Chicago in 1920.
While there, he was a member of
Phi Beta Kappa national honorary
and Sigma Alpha Epsilon social
fraternity.
After years in the business world,
he moved to Florida from Washington, D. C. in 1964, and registered at
Rollins College in the fall of 1968.
"I was motivated by two things.
First, I had season tickets to the
Annie Russell Theatre at Rollins for
a couple of years and I liked the

general impression I got at the
College whenever I came to see a
play."
"Secondly, I had a discussion
with Chancellor Hugh F. McKean
after he gave a talk at the University
Club. Specifically he issued me a
challenge to return to school, and I
took it," Sandwick said.
Business and community commitments such as being president of
the shuffleboard club, forced him to
drop out a couple of quarters, but
the father of four and grandfather of
17 stuck to it.
Some of his grandchildren were
somewhat skeptical. "Bet you a
nickel you flunk out, grandpa," one
of them challenged.
"And it was a priceless experience, not the least of which was
bridging the generation gap. Some
of the younger people in class
pretty much left me to myself at
first, but finally their curiosity got

the best of them."
"They asked me to have coffee
with them one evening and I
accepted. One of them wanted to
know what I was doing there and I
merely explained I was on an
athletic scholarship."
"Another asked which sport and I
replied shuffleboard. That broke the
ice and I was in from then on,"
Sandwick recalls.
Sandwick did his master's thesis
on small business investment companies and the Service Corps of
Retired Executives. And Dr. Charles
Welsh, dean of the Crummer School
of Finance and Business Administration, indicated it was a fine piece
of work.
Dean Welsh said Sandwick was
the oldest person to graduate from
the Crummer School. And the fact
that he was 59 years older than
some of his classmates didn't seem
to phase Sandwick a bit.
#
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Faculty Profile

Mendell has
Most

T.A.R.

Charles S. Mendell, Jr., professor
of English, has more TAR than any
other faculty member. TAR? What's
TAR? Why that means Time At
Rollins, and Mendell has been here
since 1936.
As senior member of the faculty
he likes to recall that when he came
here as an instructor, he was only 26
and the youngest member of the
faculty. "The faculty thought I was
a student, and the students took me
for a freshman," he says. "A new
freshman student came into a class
one day, gazed at the students,
looked at me, and asked, 'Where's
the teacher?'"
Mendell thinks he was very
fortunate to arrive when the college
was so small - 400 students and 30
faculty - that everybody knew
everybody. The classes were small;
and with the two hour class period
where teachers and students
worked together in the classroom,
and with the many individual
conferences that were part of the
Rollins Plan of those days, education was personalized. "There was a
friendliness between student and
instructor that broke down many
barriers and helped the students in
many ways," he says. He finds that
many of the friendships are also
lasting, and keeps in contact with
several hundred former students
throughout the country.
For many years, Professor Mendell was active in the Annie Russell
Theatre, and for two or three years
was chairman of the theatre committee which made the overall
policy decisions for the two theatres
and chose the slate of plays to be
produced each year.
He also took parts in plays,
including the role of lago in
"Othello" and comic roles in several
Gilbert and Sullivan productions.
On another occasion he made an
adaptation of Moliere's
comedy
"Tartuffe" and took one of the
parts.
A native of Mattapoisett, Mass.,
where in the summer he is director

Honors Day at Rollins
INTER PARK-Miss Pamela
Hobbs of Cohasset, Mass., was the
center of attraction during the
Honors and Awards ceremonies as
she received three awards for her
excellence as both an athlete and a
scholar at Rollins College.
The first award presented to the
senior athlete was that of a Rollins
College blanket which is presented
each year to outstanding members
of collegiate intramural teams. Miss
Hobbs was then presented the
Rollins Women's Association Citizenship Award which consisted of

an engraved plaque awarded by
Mrs. Beth Norris.
Walt Hundley, Rollins' Director
of Alumni Affairs, honored Miss
Hobbs with the presentation of the
Rollins College Alumni Association
Scholar Athlete Award. The presentation to Miss Hobbs marked the
first time that the award has been
presented to a Rollins coed.
Other awards presented at the
annual Honors Day program were:
Marvin E. Newman Award in Government and Business won by
Donald McLain; Dean's Award in
Finance, Crummer MBA Program

of an historical museum, Mendell
graduated from Tabor Academy and
earned his bachelor's degree from
Dartmouth College. He gained his
master's degree from Harvard University and taught at Tabor before
coming to Rollins.
In the 37 years he has been here,
he has been active both in the
administration and faculty. He
served as Dean of the College and
also as longtime chairman of the
English Department, and has
worked on committees of every
kind from academic and social to
fund raising and athletics.
The professor also worked actively with student organizations,
first as faculty representative to the
Student Council and later as an
organizer of the Joint Student-Faculty-Trustee Committee when he
was chairman of the Faculty Administrative Board. Two of the many
jobs accomplished by the board
when he was chairman were drawing up the first faculty by-laws and
establishing a faculty salary
committee.
Professor Mendell feels he was
also very fortunate to be at Rollins
for 13 years while Dr. Holt was
president. "President Holt not only
made Rollins the college it is
today," he says. "He imbued it with
his democratic spirit, his very
human personality, and his insistence that human values take precedence over all others." Mendell is
writing.his recollections of Holt and
is gatherfng the recollections of
many others who knew the former
president.
In fact, the professor is becoming
more and more interested in Rollins
history. It was Mendell who wrote
the historical summary of the
College which appeared in the
winter issue of the Rollins College
Magazine under the title of "From
Vision to Reality."
His recollections of Rollins life
are legion, like the time some
football boys got disgusted with a
zany instructor for pestering coeds

and threw him off the dock. Or
when three coeds went to the air
base and chopped down the general's prize blue spruce for a sorority
Christmas tree. Or the time President Truman was speaking in the
Chapel and somebody fired off a
giant firecracker just outside the
window.
One of his fondest memories is of
the last day of one spring term when
a class was taking its final test.
Suddenly the students stood and
announced they were taking over.
With full ceremonies they awarded
him an honorary degree in Doctor
of Diagrams, explaining iri the
citation that his many illustrative
diagrams on the blackboard had left
them thoroughly confused.
Mendell's chief collecting hobby
is popular piano sheet music for the
first half of, the 20th century. He
figures his collections must number
almost 1,000 pieces. One of his
favorite recreations and relaxations
is playing the piano - the jazz and
ragtime and swing of the first 40
years of this century. Another
favorite recreation is dancing. Mrs.
Mendell and he have been taking
dancing lessons for some time and
have learned various steps from the
cha-cha to the discoteque.
Convinced that first hand knowledge of England and English life are
invaluable in teaching literature, he
and Mrs. Mendell have made four
trips to Britain, the last time living
for two months in an ancient
thatched cottage near Thomas
Hardy's home. The result was some
400 colored slides of the locales in
Hardy's novels.
In addition to being a member of
ODK leadership fraternity he is the
recipient of the Rollins Medallion of
Honor.
"My greatest satisfaction," he says,
"even above helping to formulate
and operate educational policy, has
been working with students. I really
mean it when I say I have learned
more from my students than they
have learned from me."
A

won by Buell Hollister III; W. Leroy
Award won by Sandra Jade Hill;
John C. Myers Award for scholarship and Leadership won by
Robert Selton; A. Ross Evans Award
won by David Troxel; Maudette M.
Smith Award in International Business won by Stephen Landers; and
the Col. Richard C. Plumer Memorial Award won by Miss Janet Lee
Schwert.
Awards presented in the Music
Department were: Presser Foundation Scholarship won by Harold
Greene; DeCourcy Award won by
Greg Mercer; Ralph Lyman Baldwin
Award won by Diane Gleason;
Arthur Knowles Hutchins Award
won by Glenn Westcott; Garrigues
Foundation Scholarship won by
Anna SantiMi; Pi Kappa Lambda
Award won by Suellen Fagin; and
the Music Faculty Citation awarded
to Gary Fountain.
Other awards included: John
Tiedtke Award won by Thomas
Macy Taylor;Marie Rackensperger
Prize for Excellence in Spanish won
by Miss Frances Thew; Thomas R.
Baker Memorial Prize in Chemistry
won by both Harold Greene and
Gary Ketchum; Academy of American Poets Prize won by Gregory
Ling and Carol Lightbourne;Howard
Fox Literary Prize won by Miss
Linda Walters, and the Edwin Granberry Prize for Creative Writing was
won by Donald Wilson.
Awards presented in the fields of
athletics and intramurals were:
Wonen's Intramural Awards won by
Mary Carr, Eleanor Kibler, Linda
Kinzler and Christine Leschen. The
Alpha Phi Sportsman Award was
awarded to the Independents and
the Nina O'Dean Libra Group
Leadership Award was presented to
the Alpha Phi Sorority. The annual
Phi Mu Athletic Award was presented to Miss Mary Elizabeth Carr.
The Outstanding Senior Athlete
Awards were presented by Joseph
Justics, Rollins Athletic Director.
The presentations were made to:
Mike Ford, Bruce Barnhill, John
Borden, John Lowman, Kim Tuell,
Roland Blake and Alan Burnette.
Listed as Outstanding College Athletes of America
were: Bob
McCabe, Kim Tuell, Mike Ford, Rich
Magner, Alan Burnette, John Lowman, Rand Wilson, Roland Blake,
John Borden, Miss Leza Harrison,
Miss Pam Hobbs and Miss Eleanor
Kibler The 1972-73 award for Spirit
and Sportsmanship was presented
to Rand Wilson, a member of the
Rollins crew team. Special Awards
were presented to All-American
tennis standout John Lowman,
All-American golfer Mike Ford and
All-South soccer
booter John
Borden.
#
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Pam Hobbs '73 about to receive her congratulatory kiss from Alumni Director
Walt Hundley after being named the ScholarI A thlete Award Winner for 1973.

ROLLINS "BY-THE-SEA"
J^Jot all of Rollins College is
located on the 65-acre campus in
Winter Park. A very vital portion of
the College is housed at Patrick Air
Force Base, south of Cocoa Beach,
on the Atlantic Ocean 50 miles
away.
It is a division of the School of
Continuing Education and meets
the needs for a liberal arts institution at Patrick Air Force Base and in
Brevard County, the world's gateway to outer space.
The Rollins College educational
program at Patrick Air Force Base
was initiated in July, 1951. This
educational service was arranged so
military personnel who were unable
to travel to'distant educational
centers would be able to continue
their education in an evening
program. It was the Air Force's
opinion that college-level courses
should be available to supplement
the technical training of
its
personnel.
During this early period, the
faculty consisted entirely of fulltime members of Rollins College
who traveled to Patrick to conduct
classes. By January 1956, the faculty
consisted of local part-time instructors who worked for private industry
in the surrounding area, with only a
few being provided by the main
campus.
As a result of the expanding space
program and the fact that Patrick
Air Force Base served as the center
for the Air Force Eastern Test Range,
the demand for a degree-granting
program was sufficient to warrant
such a request by the Base Commander. The Board of Trustees of
Rollins College concurred and the
on-base program was expanded so
that military and other authorized
personnel could begin or continue
their education in a degree-granting

program.
The provisions for operating the
Patrick Branch under a revised and
expanded program were formulated
in an agreement dated May 4, 1961,
between Rollins College and the Air
Force. Operationally, the Patrick
Branch of the School of General
Studies of the Rollins Institute for
General Studies was established,
and a Resident Director for the
branch appointed.
On Aug. 30, 1968, the official
name of the branch was designated
Patrick Air Force Base Branch of
Rollins College (PAFB Branch).
Under the leadership of the first
resident director, Brig. Gen. George
F. Schlatter, USAF(ret) the program
flourished. Five fields of concentration (majors) evolved; business
administration
and
economics,
preparation for teaching, mathematics
and/or science,
social
science, and humanities. The Bachelor of General Studies (BGS)
degree could be earned in these
areas.
The highest student enrollment
(797) in the history of the branch
occurred in the Spring semester of
1967-68 academic year. After this
point a steady decrease in enrollment occurred until it reached its
lowest point (536) in the Fall
semester of this (72-73) year. This
decrease in enrollment was due to
the drastic cutback in the space
program with resulting depletions
of current and potential students.
General Schlatter retired from the
Rollins Community
during
the
Summer of 1970. He was replaced
by Dr. Edwin A. Muth, assistant
professor of Government and History at the Patrick Branch. Dr. Muth
fell victim to a fatal heart attack
during the Spring of 1971.
The vacancy left by Dr. Muth was

The students publish a bi-weekly
filled by Col. John F. Byrnes, USAF
newspaper, the Patrick Palaver. The
(ret.), assistant professor of business
staff has rendered a real service by
administration, who had also been
providing a means of communiadministrative assistant to Dr.
cating issues and answers, problems
Muth. Col. Byrnes died of a heart
and concerns to the branch
attack the following Spring (1972).
community.
General Schlatter returned as acting
Dr. Dwight Ling, the new prGVOst
director until the appointment of a
new director.
cf Roiiins College spoke to the
Branch Alumni Association in the
On Aug. 1, 1972, Dr. Robert Earl
Fall.
This successful meeting was
Lee was appointed as the fourth
attended by a large group of
director in the history of the branch.
He came from Brevard Community enthusiastic branch supporters.
Through the leadership of Dr.
College, where he had been an
,'Daniel
Riva, who was recently
administrative assistant to the
Manpower, Development Training appointed Dean of Continuing Education, the School of Continuing
Act (MDTA) program.
There have been several changes /Education in Winter Park and the
Patrick Branch both obtained high
during this past year which are
ratings
during the recent visit of the
worthy of note. During the Spring
accrediting
committee of the
semester, 1972 classes were moved
Southern Association of Colleges
to a newly renovated classroom
building. These facilities are a and Schools. In the minutes of the
superior to the old, wooden, con- March 19, 1973 Faculty - Senate
meeting, President Critchfield gave
verted Navy building which had
housed the Base Post Office and an "unofficial temporary" report on
the oral report given to him by this
Rollins College.
Base officials agreed to open the committee. He stated that "In
PAFB Branch to any qualified Continuing Education and the Patrick AFB Branch, there was a triple
citizen residing in the area. This
A
rating on both the quality and
admittance is on a space-available
management
of the programs. Both
basis, as the Branch was established
primarily to serve the higher educa- degree and non-degree evening
tional needs of the U.S. Air Force by programs should be complimented,
encouraged
for
providing a program for various supported and
their
demonstration
of
marked
imgroups designated by the Air Force
through its Educational Services provement."
The current full-time Branch facDivision. These groups were (1)
ulty
consists of Alberta L. PenningMilitary personnel and their dependents, (2) aerospace contractor ton, assistant professor, history;
personnel and, (3) active school Nicholas T. Perkins, associate professor, mathematics and science;
teachers.
Another change is the addition of Edward E. Wahlkamp, assistant prothe Bachelor of Science BS) degree fessor, economics and business adwhich became effective with this ministration; Fred Ford, assistant
professor, business administration;
years (1973) graduating seniors.
Eighteen of the (107) graduating Dr. Frank W. Wolf, assistant proseniors have earned the new BS fessor, education; and Dr. Edward J.
Harrell, assistant professor, history
degree. Alumi who have earned the
and
political science. This core of
BGS degree and who wish to obtain
full-time
faculty is augmented each
facts concerning the conversion of
their BGS to a BS may write to the semester by 30 to 35 part-time
faculty, teaching one or more
director, giving the exact date on
the BGS degree and expressing a courses.
Further growth in the quality and
desire to convert.
Accounting has been added to quantity of the Patrick Branch is
envisioned. Laboratory facilities are
the fields of concentration this year.
The branch offers all necessary presently being completed. Plans
courses for preparation for the are being made to offer such
courses as Chemistry, Marine PolluCertified Public Accountancy (CPA)
tion,
and Oceanography during the
examination.
73-74
year.
The branch has the good fortune
Increased
advertising and public
to be blessed with an enthusiastic
relations
activities
are under way in
student body. It is led by an active
order to help insure increased
Student Government Association.
enrollment. Patrick Branch BootThey have been instrumental in
strap
materials are being sent to
initiating a number of progressive
several
hundred U.S. Air Force
innovations this year. The officers
Bases around the world.
of the SGA met with Dr. Jack B.
And so, the Patrick Air Force Base
Critchfield, president of Rollins in
Branch
of Rollins College (Rollins
the Fall, and he later visited the
By-the-Sea)
is alive and doing well,
branch and spoke to the student
thank you.
•
body and faculty.
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Sports Wrap
I^INTER PARK-The 1972-73 Rollins College athletic teams enjoyed
a banner year during this year's
campaign as all six varsity squads
posted better than .500 records.
Athletic competition was initiated by soccer coach Gordie Howe!!
and his 1972 Tar booters in the fall
of this year as the Tars posted a 9-3
season after dropping the first three
contests of the campaign. The
booters regained the Florida Intercollegiate Soccer Conference
Championship while placing five
members on the F. I. S. C. team and
naming seven members as Florida
All-State Selections.
In basketball action, first year
coach Ed Jucker led his chargers to
a 13-11 finish including victories
over tournament favorites Eckerd
and R. P. I. The Tar squad also
pulled an upset victory oVer 14th
ranked Southwest Missouri State by
clinching a 77-68 win. Rollins
freshman Bruce Howland led the
team in seven of nine categories
during the season, including a 24
game showing of 390 points. The
Cincinnati freshman pulled in 195
rebounds.
The Rollins baseball team, under
second year coach Boyd Coffie,

posted their first 20 game season
since 1970 as they wound up the
campaign with an impressive
26-20-1 record. The record includes
games piayed in the South Atlantic
Regional Baseball Tournament
which was held in Lakeland, Florida
on May 25-27. In the tournament
Rollins advanced to the finals
before being defeated by Florida
Southern in two successive games
4-0 and 18-3.
1973 marked the first time since
1969 that the baseballers have won
their own invitational tournament
by way of a 5-1 series record.
Participants in the '73 event included South Carolina, Princeton
and Miami of Ohio. Junior Jack
Goetz led all Tar batters during the
regular season with an average of
.340. Goetz knocked out 54 hits in
159 at bats.
Coach Jim Lyden and the Rollins
crew team posted another winning
season with an unblemished 3-0
record. The perfect record rounded
out the third successive winning
season for the Tar oarsmen.
A 17-4 campaign highlighted
another winning season for tennis
coach Norm Copeland and his Tar
netters this year. The netters won

their first 11 matches of the season
before dropping two consecutive
outings to the Universities of Cincinnati and Kentucky. The winning
effort adds to the 10 years of better
than .500 seasons recorded by
Copeland. While at his alma mater
Copeland has recorded a phenomenal 285-90 record.
Golf coach Joe Justice led the
greensmen to another winning season this spring as the golfers
recorded a 25 game slate of 20 wins,
2 losses, and 3 ties. In a singular
effort, senior Mike Ford was honored when he captured the glamorous North-South Amateur Golf
Championship in Pinehurst, North
Carolina.
Water sports also played an
important role in Rollins athletics
this year as coach Paul Harris and
his water-skiiers participated in
three fall tournaments—posting
a second place finish in each of
them. During spring competition
the skiiers placed first in the 2nd
Annual University of Florida Invitational held in Gainesville on
March 21-22.
In its initial year as an intercollegiate sport at Rollins, aquatic
instructor Harry Meisel coached
Rollins to a first place finish in the
First Rollins Intercollegiate Invitational held at Rollins' Alfond Pool.
Women's athletics also fared Well
during the year as Miss Virginia
Mack led both the Tarette tennis
and basketball teams to winning
seasons. The women's tennis team
posted a 7-1 mark while the
basketballers notched a 7-2 campaign. Miss Peggy Jarnigan led the
women golfers to the Florida Intercollegiate Championships by way of
Hollis Stacey's 75-80-155. Miss
Stacey's 75 established a new
course record for the Miami course.
In 149 events this season the Tar
athletic teams have won 102 victories while dropping only 43 and
stalemating 4. The 102 victories
marked the first time in Rollins
history that the athletic teams have
combined to win over 100 events.
Rollins' percentage for the 1972-73
year was .684, the highest since
1969-70 when it was .694.
•

Cornell

Tennis coach Norm Copeland topped off his 18th year as head coach with a trip to the N. C.A.A,,
Tournament in East Stroudsburg, Pa.

.p.l

Dr. Critchfield praised Mr.Cornell
for his gift stating that, "George and
Harriet Cornell have dramatically
demonstrated through this generous
gift their affection for Rollins
College and its students. Our Community owes them a tremendous
debt of gratitude for helping us
make this important initial step in
fulfilling a number of key capital
needs at Rollins."
•

IN MEMORIAM

■"/RUTH MELCHER ALLEN '38, deceased
June 3, 1973.
//

HOWELLD.BAGGARLY;IR.,BA

1951

deceased January 24, 1973.
I/ETHEL D. BENDER, 1899-A, deceased
January 2, 1962.
/MARGARET DUNLAP BENSON, (Mrs.
Charles F.), MAT 1967, deceased October
18, 1972.
3 WILLIAM MANLEY BOHNE, 1967,
deceased June, 1971.
OROBERT G. BRADLEY, 1913, deceased
December 31, 1972.
oFRED BRAKENSIEK, 1926, deceased
February 9, 1972.
alRLO BRONSON, 1923, deceased
March 4,1973.
VELLEN HUFFER CADMAN, (Mrs. Philip
Beddle),BA 1931, deceased February 14, 1972.
OANNIE E. LEE CARTER, (Mrs. Walter P.),
1903, deceased February 26, 1973.
^HORACE DRAA.BA 1925, deceased
April 2, 1973.
TTHEODORE EHRLICH, BM 1935,
deceased December 15, 1970
EDWARD Z. FOHL, 1921, deceased
July 25, 1972.
"MARY-VIRGINIA TAYLOR GILLENT1NE,
(Mrs. William H.), 1935, deceased November
5, 1972.
-RUTH E.GREENE, 1920, deceased
January 28,1973.
ARCHIE C. GREINER, 1923, deceased
January 14, 1972.
vCAROLYN STANLEY HAVENS, (Mrs.
Daniel P.), 1938, deceased May 30, 1972
vHARRIET LOUISE KIRBY, BS 1949,
deceased September 25, 1972.
JELLEN FAITH COHEN KRESCH, (Mrs.
Arnold J.), 1963, deceased March .,, 1972.
ELIZABETH MARSHALL LEE,

1948,

deceased February 5, 1973.
-EVA A. JONES LLOYD, (Mrs. Norman R.)
1925, deceased September 2, 1972.
•MAXWELL W. McROBERTS, BA & MA
1925, deceased April 16, 1973.
BLANCHE ESTELLE JOHNSON MORGAN,
(Mrs. Alfred J., Jr.), 1943, deceased July
21, 1967.
0DAISY HUFFSTETLER MURR, (Mrs
Day), Gay 90's, deceased February 7, 1973.
•HORACE K.OLIPHANT, JR.,

1908 spec.

deceased February 5, 1973.
OPATRICIA PATTISHALL RANDOLPH,
(Mrs. Don M.), MAT 1964, deceased
March 30, 1969.
CARROLL RAY ROWE, BS

1972,

deceased January 12, 1973.
0SIDNEY MARK SALKIN, MBA 1967,
deceased March 24, 197 3.
<jLUTHERW.TILDEN.il, 1935,
deceased April, 1973.
/V1LLIAM C. WILDERMUTH, BA MBA
1964, deceased January 30, 1973.
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Reunion
Class
News
,

ELFRIEDAKOLBE ALDER

was

^3
'
here and tells us she has two children, both
married. Son, Douglas, graduated summa
cum laude from the College of Agriculture at Ohio State, majoring in animal
husbandry, and receiving the Borden
scholarship. He lives on a farm in Wake
Forest, N.C. and has a thoroughbred
dairy farm. Their daughter, Martha,
attended Ohio State also, graduated as
a dental hygienist and is married. Flfried
says she is "just a housewife", and has
been living in Florida since 1955.
FLORENCE BUMBY FISHBACK
was sorry not to be here but expected
to be out of town all of April.

' 2£8EMILY (WHITMORE) and
OLLIE '30 BANDY are busy with five
children, their spouses and 11 grandchildren. Oilie, after serving seven years
as associate dean of DeKalb College,
accepted a position as academic dean of
Atlanta Baptist College in September,
1971. In December 72 arrangements
were completed for the merger of ABC
and Mercer University of Macon, and
the college was renamed Mercer University of Atlanta. Lynn Bandy was
granted a sabbatical leave from Montgomery County, MD. to complete his
doctorate at American University in
Washington, D.C. and Ruth Howard
completed her M.L.S. at Rutgers and
is serving as librarian in the Lake
Weir High School. Marion County,
Florida.
PHIL REECE retired a year
ago after 33 years of service for the U.
S. Dept. of Agriculture as botanist and
plant breeder. He revised the BOTANY
OF CITRUS for the University of
California (published by the University
of California.)
HERBERT BARBER was sorry
he could not make it. They planned to
move from Tucson, Arizona to Kerrvile,
Texas in April.
LUCY HARRIS has retired from
the Federal Civil Service where she was
Section Chief at all levels: Investigator
(legal), Investigator (General) and
a Procedure Writer. She writes that she
does not have any other degrees but
had been attending universities all
along taking courses that would help
her in her work, ending up with about ,
eight full years of college training.
TRIXIELARSEN VINCENT
was sorry that she wasn't able to'be
at Walt Disney World to help celebrate,
but hopes she and DON will make it
for the next one, particularly where
Don is retiring this j une and they will
head back to lovely Winter Park. Their
daughter, DONNA and DENNIS have
a new little boy, born March 1 3.
FLORENCE McKAY NICHOL
suggests we promote a reunion in
London. She and her husband travel
so much but have decided that the
country she likes best is England and
always include it in their itinerary.

A note from JAY SMITH'S
wife tells the unfortunate news that
he has been ill for some time but is
now at home recuperating. He had
drastic surgery in Miami last August
and was about 4 months recovering
from that. Then around January he
acquired a rupture and has just had
it taken care of at Bethesda but is
getting along fine now. He sends his
greetings and best to all.

33HELEN KNICKERBOCKER
KIMEN'S husband, John, plans to
retire in July and they will move to
Florida from Laurel, Md. They have
two married daughters, Jean(29)
graduated from Alleghany College
in '65 with a B.S. in Biology, and
Nancy (27) graduated from the
University of Rhode Island in 1969
with a B.S. in Zoology. Helen, herself,
graduated from Rochester Institute
of Technology in 1934. Her husband,
a graduate of Kansas State University,
is an engineer with NASA.

BOYD KYNER has been working for the
Army in Japan since 1946. He found his
old college room-mate there (YASUO
/ MATSUMOTO) but he has since passed
away. Extra curricular activities ...
secretary of the Yokohama-Tokyo:
Chapter of the National Defense
Transportation Association.

KAY SPELMAN PROCTOR's husband,
BOB '31, retired last June after 30 years
with Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance
Co. Their chief interest and hobby is
foreign travel, and, of course, their
four grandchildren, who claim a generous
portion of their time.

BILL SHELTON sends along word that
his seventh book, this time a novel, THE
CAMELOT ODYSSEY, will be published
by Doubleday & Co. this fall. Twentieth
Century Fox has purchased dramatic
rights and he is doing the screenplay for
their release.

30BARBARA BENNETT PATTERSON,
formerly a social worker with Hillsborough
' County Welfare Department has been with
Travelers Aid Society of Tampa for nearly
6 years. Her older daughter is married and
she has one grandaughter in the 1st grade.
Her younger daughter is working her way
around the world following her graduation
from, the University of Massachusetts two
years ago. She worked for Meiles in
Salisbury, Rhodesia, and is now touring
again in South Africa and was to leave
there via boat for India in March.

WILLIE PEARL WILSON CARNES
is treasurer of San Diego Chapter
American Guild of Organists again
this year. Her South African (Armitage)
M nephew, Bobby Bongers, brought the
yacht. "Jakaranda!! across the finish
line second and was second in handicap,
last month in the Cape to Rio Sailing
Race.
NANCY MclNTOSH DUBBEN and her
husband plan to move to Sagaponock,
Long Island in 1974 as a retirement base
• from Pleasantville, New York. Their
daughter, Judith, will marry Bradford
Ryland, Jr. in May, and their other
daughter, Elizabeth, has her name on
the masthead of Reader's Digest editorial
staff - non-fiction department, less than
3 years after her graduation from Vassar.

48 BOB COSTELLO can't believe it
was 25 years ago . . . seems like today!
He and JANET '50 have a son who will
finish Dental College in June '74 and
receive a commission in the USAF, and
daughter, Ruth, will be finishing her
second year of college in June '73. Bob
and Janet enjoy life at Cumberland
County College in Vineland, New Jersey,
where Bob is a professor with the
Business Administration Department.

interning in Toledo, Ohio. Mina's chief
association with college students at present
is being on the Speakers Bureau for the
American Cancer Society.

MARION GALBRAITH MERRILL has
co-authored, with her husband, Horace,
THE REPUBLICAN COMMAND 1897 1913, published by the University Press
of Kentucky in 1971. Her husband is a
professor of history at the University
of Maryland. She writes she does carpentry for a hobby, at their home in
Vermont, where they plan to move
when her husband retires in a few
more years. SHe says "It's old houses,
old furniture and snow country for
us."

MARGARET VAN DUZER JELSTROM
is busy finishing the raising of her family.
Last daughter, Eve., graduating from High
School. Edith's real estate business is
active and her 3-year old grandson keeps
her young.
FRANK MARKLAND was vacationing
in Spain during Easter vacation and missed
Reunion. Says anyone visiting Long Island,,
please drop by and see them. They have
plenty of room. Address is 28 Rollins Hill
Road, Old Westbury, Long Island, New
York. He sends his regards to all.
NANCY TUSLER REDFEARN still teaches
Algebra and Geometry at West Springfield
/ High School in Virginia. Her daughter,
Nancy Lee, is married and in her second
year of doctoral studies in chemistry at
Princeton University. Son, Bill, graduates
from High School in June. She wrote
"Wish I could be there!".

BETTY MYERS SHUMATE wrote
"Have a happy time!" She hopes to
join us one of these years.
FENTRESS GARDNER retired from
Foreign Service in November 1971.
" Since August 1972 has been resident
Manager of Rudolf Steiner Farm
School in Harlemville, N. Y.

MEG CUMMINGS LEWIS will be attending
the 10th Annual Girl Scout Rodeo at the
time of Reunion, so will not be able to be
with us. She says she will not be entered in
the Bronc Riding this year! Said to all 33'ers

AIDA SMITH has been farming
organically since 1952 and now
raises beef for discriminating
customers. She says "there is
satisfaction in seeing the natural
food movement finally gain
respectability."

^J3SHIRLEY BOWSTEAD EVANS was

sorry she couldn't attend. Charlie and Shirley
> do a bit of traveling for pleasure and hobby.
They have a 15-year old boy who is a sophoCONNIE WETHEREL PESHMALYAN and
more in High School and a daughter,
sister-in-law GLORIA had planned to bring
GLENDA, who graduated from Rollins
their husbands and attend Reunion, but had
after one year there as a Senior, and who
to postpone their plans at the last minute.
is married and living in Orlando.
She sent greetings to all of you and said
CAROL ELLIOTT SEWELL's older
"enjoy yourselves." She writes if anyone
daughter, Suzie and her husband, Peter,
is in the Northeast Connecticut area please
have two little boys, ages 2 and 1 year,
drop in. She is busy in Real Estate and
and fortunately live just five minutes
easy to find, Wetherell Realty, South
away from her. Her younger daughter, Mary
Woodstock, Connecticut.
Ann, graduated from Bennett Junior College,
GLORIA PESHMALYAN FLEMING reports
JANE DORMAN O'CONNOR and her family
she is still a golf nut. They have 3 grandmoved from Greenville, S. C. three years ago
children, ages 11, 12, and 15. Husband Art
to a 1 00 acre farm 15 miles away in Pelzer,
is semi-retired. Keeps up with his bassoon,
sax and clarinet in the local college symphony S. C. They raise beef cattle, hay and Tennessee
and on dance dates. They have a new house
Walking Horses. Their oldest son, Dennis, is in
right next to their country club, after almost his 2nd year Business Administration School
at the University of South Carolina, rha|onng
locating in Honolulu where they go quite
in accounting, and their youngest son, Neil,
often.
age 11, is in private school in Greenville.
MINA HIGGINSON ASHLEY is still active
Husband Jack continues with NCR - acin full time practice of medicine as General
counting machines and data processing
Practitioner in Huntington Park, California.
sales as manager.
She has a new town home beside a Downey
EVA COLE KELLY lives on a 185 acre farm
golf course not too far from her office and
in
Southern Wisconsin. They have a son who
the two hospitals where she has patients,
is
a
freshman at Ripon College and twin girls
also a desert home at Palm Desert, just in
in the 6th grade. Her husband, Frank, is in
case she would ever retire. She has one son
business for himself in overhead doors and
a dentist in California, a M.D. daughter
seamless
flooring. She substitute teaches in
married to an M.D. practicing in Detroit,
3 towns nearby.
a second son M.D. married to an M.D., both

"'Have fun.!"

FREDDIE SOMMER KOCH was at Walt
Disney World. Bill '49 is in real estate President of Wm. F. Koch Jr. Inc. in
Delray Beach and is mayor of Gulfstream,

Florida. They have ason, Wm. F. Koch III
a junior at the U. of Tampa and a daughter,
Claudie, a sophomore at U. of Arizona at
Tucson. Bill is a TKE and Claudie a Pi Beta
Phi (taking after her mother.)
§3ALIDA BRANGS WOODWARD is
teaching 6th grade in Downey, California
(her 6th year there, 1 3th in elementary .
teaching), has two children, jay, a high
school senior and Loran, a freshman. Her
husband continues to work as staff correspondent for DAILY RACING FORM in
Southern California. They own a 38' Adkins
ketch and sail the California waters, while
planning an extended cruise in the near
future.
JAN McGAW IRWIN has two daughters,
Laurey 14 and Meg 1 0 and they spent
the summer in Hawaii and had a grand time
visiting with ARDIE NORCROSS AUCOIN.
She also has two sons, Geoff 20, who is a
sophomore at Chapman College - on a full
baseball scholarship, and Charlie who will
be going next fall. She says they both want
to be ministers. She hopes all the Gamma
Phi's are planning on a Rollins Reunion
again next year . . . they try to meet every
three years, and the more of them the
MAY WALLACE BRYSON is a business
dental assistant to RONALD HOLMAN
'61, and hoped to make it out to Walt
Disney World sometime during Reunion.
She is in her 12th year as a dental assistant
and during that time has been a dental
clinician for the state 7 times and national
dental association twice in Dallas and
Miami.
JACK LARGE writes he wished he could
have attended the Class of 195 3 Reunion
this spring, but at least it has been great to
have been closely associated with the Rollins
Alumni group in Northeast Ohio. Says he
enjoyed having Walt Hundley (Director
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small town just 40 miles west of Madison,
Wisconsin. They have 3 girls, ages 14, 8
and 1 0 months and two boys, ages 1 3 and
10. Her husband is president of the bank
in Spring Green.

More Reunion

CLASS

NEWS

•y LINDA TURNEY TEMPLETON, husband
and two children have been living in the
Kalamazoo area for 8 years. Her husband
is a trust officer with the First National
Bank & Trust Co. of Michigan. She keeps
herself busy as a member of the service
club of Kalamazoo and keeps her hands
in with Kappa Alpha Theta alums.

Phillip. They explored the site of human
and pre-human activity 2 million years ago
and also dug for five thousand year old
pottery in Kenya.
BOB CARLSON and his wife, Priscilla, along
with their two children, enjoy living in the
Dallas area where he is District Sales Manager
for Anchor Hocking Corp. They travel throughout the Southwest, plus occasional trips to
Mexico.
BURT JORDAN and wife proudly announce
the birth of their son, Arthur Burt, born
February 16, 1973.

and businessmen overseas. It was in Iran
that she met her husband, Robert, who
was working for the American Embassy
there. After extensive travel abroad, they
returned to Salem, Ohio, where they will
be until their next overseas assignment.
JULIE BOLCE is Manager and Hostess of
the VIP Lounge for Braniff International
Airways at Dulles Airport in Washington,
D. C. She recently received the "Outstanding
Service Award" from the Airline Passengers
Association, and was featured in their magazine. Last year she was commissioned a
"Yellow Rose of Texas" by the Governor of
Texas and attended both the Apollo 17
launch and the Presidential Inauguration
this year by special invitation. She is also
playing a leading role in ANY WEDNESDAY
at a local dinner theatre. In her free time
she travels, skiis, studies voice and works in
local politics.

V^TOM AND BERT MARLING MORRIS
JIM BLEYER is Sarasota Bureau Chief, for
of Alumni Affairs) visit the Cleveland area
were sorry too they couldn't make it to
the TAMPA TRIBUNE.
';st fall with a film of the latest "doings" on
their 15th Reunion. They hosted a Rollins
(/BONNIE MacMILLAN CORNELL has
ne Rollins campus. Jack is still on the staff
South California Alumni/Parent party in
returned to the Minneapolis area after
of Western Reserve Historical Society in
January when President and Mrs. Critchfield
spending
two fabulous years in Houston.
Cleveland, and has gotten much satisfaction
and J. BRECK BOYNTON'63 and
Chuck
is
vice
president of a State Bank
during the past year working in company
MARILYN FISHER BOYNTON'63
in Edina. They have two boys, Picker (4)
with other volunteers in connection with
journeyed to California. Tom and Bert
. and Bradley (V/2).
various projects at the Coyahoga Hills Boys
went in early March to J ackson .Wple^.
DONALD WEINBERG received his B. A.
School, a state institution working toward >/Wyoming, with BARBARA"MOlUlWg
Michele Reagan, age 4, daughter of DAN
from Johns Hopkins University in 1968 and
'5 6 and Chuck for a week of skiing.
the rehabilitation of youthful delinquent
and Suzanne REAGAN, would like to tell
is currently a third year medical student
boys from all over the state.
everyone she has a baby brother, Danny IV,
at Rutgers Medical School in Piscataway,
From Fajardo, Puerto Rico comes word
who celebrated his first birthday, on March 9.
New Jersey.
«. that DOROTHY (BOARDMAN) AND
,/ LOUISE MULLIN YERGEY planned to
Dan is with Burroughs Corporation as a
RAYMOND '69 BARNHART are enjoying
attend some of the Reunion parties, but
y/lANCY YADLOW PETRIE was married to
financial marketing representative out of
the water and weather there. Raymond
living in Winter Park, didn't plan to stay
Philip on August 19, 1972. He is a research
the Worcester, Mass. branch.
is working for Doran Marine Services.
at the hotel. They recently returned from
engineer for Bell Labs in Murray Hill, N. J.
a trip to Aspen, Colorado, skiing for a
Nancy is teaching 4th grade in Summit, and
BARBARA (MEAD) and JOE DALLANEGRA ^VIRGINIA CAMPBELL RAFF will graduate
week. Louise and Art have three children,
from Trinity College this May. In June they
loves her job. Before she was married she
regretted they couldn't make it this year but
Palmer 16I/2, David 14, and Missey, 9.
will move from West Hartford to Westport,
spent her summers since graduation traveling
hope to by the next Reunion, as Joe is in the
They have recently bought an old Spanish
Conn. They have two children, Eddie (8)
to Italy and France. This summer she and her
process of closing up his law practice and by
house on Lake Osceola, and are now
and Anna (6). She says she would loved to
husband plan an extensive vacation in Italy.
fall or winter, will be making a move, probably
nearly settled in after spending 6 months
have come to Reunion, but what with school,
to Florida.
\/ SUSANNA AGUIRRE YOUNG couldn't
remodelling.
selling the house and buying another, it is
attend the Reunion but would love to get
^CORNELIA LADD MclNTOSH has been
out
of
the
question!
PETER STURTEVANT is chairman of the
news of everyone, She and BOB live at 2008
teaching music to 1st and 3rd graders for
Choate School 25th Reunion, so couldn't
V LINDA HICKLIN MORGENS is living
Philcrest Drive, Raleigh, North Carolina.
the past 2 years and enjoys it. She hopes to
make it this time . . . hopes to make the
in
New
York
City
and
has
been
working
in
Bob
received his Ph. D. from Yale last year
retire to the farm soon where Jim is still
25th at Rollins. He is currently Assistant
an investment partnership for the last year.
and is now an Assistant professor of English
raising cattle, pigs, soybeans, etc. They live
Headmaster of a co-ed prep school in
She and her husband spend weekends and
at North Carolina State University. They
in Florence, Alabama.
Washington, enrollment 400 and says he
summer in S. Norwalk, Conn, and she invites
have three children, Chrisopher 3, Gabriel 1
IUDITHVOFFMAN BROCK and JARRETT,
has sent many a fine kid to Rollins! He
and Andrew, one month.
any old friends to call them . . . they are in the
plus son Andrew (5 months) will be moving
has his M.A. and J. D. degrees, is an
book. Her New York address is 80 Central
^GINGER MCALEESE WARDNER has reto Santa Cruz in late May. They are interested
8 handicapper and has a couple of sailing
Park West, New York, N.Y.
tired from teaching for a very special reason,
in sailing and want to be near the sea. Jarrett
trophies and 4 kids.
VJUDY
JONES
BANKER
says
she
and
JAY
are
.
.. namely a daughter, Anne Meredith,
continues to teach philosophy at San Jose
BILL ROSS is practicing Radiology at
looking forward to summer. Jay has a White
born last July. They are living in Houston,
State University. Judith was in the Stanford
Hialeah Hospital in Miami, where he is
Truck and Mercedes Truck dealership in
where her husband, Rolfe is with American
Graduate School in computor science last
the Chief of Staff of the medical staff.
Menands,
New
York.
Judy
is
busy
with
the
Hospital Supply Corp. and they have just
year, but this year is enjoying their new son.
boys (Michael 9 and Kipp 4) and still plays
finished decorating their first home.
DANIEL PINGER is Assistant Director
Says if any of their old Rollins friends come
lots of golf tournaments. When she wrote in
of Development at the University of
to the area, give them a call. Their address
V GORDON AND MARY (CAMPBELL)
March she was on her way to Sea Island,
Cincinnati and member of the Public
is 100 Pasatiempo Drive, Santa Cruz, Calif.
LYNCH were expecting their first child at
Georgia for a month.
Relations Society of America and ViceReunion time. Mary has retired from
s/CAROL STROLL LARSEN wished she
President of Cincinnati Chapter of PRSA.
\. LUCY HUFSTADER SHARP has been living
teaching and Gordy is a salesman for G.E.
could attend, but is busy traveling with
in Katonah, New York for the past five years,
Supply Co., in Orlando.
J JOANNE SUOZZO received her M.A. in
her husband, pursuing interest in art and
where
George
is
working
at
the
First
National
English in 1967 from the University of
raising new daughter, Kari. She retired
GEORGE SANZERO is working for his
City Bank. They have three children, ages 9,
Redlands in California and taught high
as Public Relations and Advertising
PH/D. in Organic Chemistry at the University
7, and 2. Lucy is active in hospital volunteering
Director of Peck & Peck stores with the
school for two years at the Buckley School
of Tennessee.
and plays lots of tennis and paddle tennis.
birth of Kari.
in Los Angeles.
VfULIE (STEIN) LONG writes they have
^/KAREN PARACHEK SENEY, husband Jim
MARY LAWRENCE has been teaching
BRUCE BEAL has been married for nine
moved to Gainesville where her husband
and two children live in Sylvania, Ohio, and
social science at Hampden DuBose
years, and has three children. He continues
Randy, is Urban Planner. Julie has
have been busy remodeling their home. Her
Academy in Zellwood, Florida since
to be involved in real estate development of
"retired" for a while after having worked
husband is vice-mayor of Sylvania and Presigraduation. She has been on several
all types in different parts of the country as
as a Crime Laboratory Analyst for several
dent of the city council. They are looking
interesting trips, Mexico one summer,
Vice President of Wasserman's Development
years. They have one daughter, Kimberly
forward to the end of winter so they can again
Brazil, and Europe and the Holy Lands
Corp. and Vice President and Treasurer of
4 years old.
cruise around the Great Lakes area in their
other summers.
Beal & Co., his family's real estate company.
KIRBY MORGAN has been pretty much
boat.
They have recently bought a new home in
5$ANN DERFLINGER is a drama
bedridden with arthritus for the past five
Lincoln,
Mass.,
with
enough
land
to
breathe,
A
v/MEREDITH MEAD SITEK sends word of
teacher at Winter Park High School. She
years but has gotten his Master's Degree
and have some horses and other animals.
their first child, a daughter, Linda Gene, born
says her purpose is not to make professional
in Physics from the Michigan State UniverMarch 13, 1973. She lives in Poway, California.
actors of the students, but to acquaint them VLYNNE
KAELBER BEHN FIELD says they
VL\
sity . Kirby lives at 319 E. Henry Street,
with the inner workings of theatre as an art
fly their own plane and have a thriving
Charlotte, Michigan.
LEWIS HILL, Patti and two children are
form and business. Ann is well qualified in
organic vegetable garden in Albuquerque,
living in Staten Island where he is employed
ALLAN CURTIS from'68 to'71 was with
these fields by virtue of the 10 years she
New Mexico. Her husband Tom, is vice
the Army Intelligence in Frankfurt, Germany
as
Senior
Research
Scientist
at
N.
Y.
Institute
spent on the production staff of on and
president of Merrill-Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
and from '71 to '73 at Graduate School,
of Basic Research in Mentjral Retardation.
off-Broadway plays in New York and
and Smith. Son, Douglas 18, is a freshman
Amos Tuck School of Business AdminiThey are busy restoring a 150 year old
touring companies throughout the East
at the University
suy of Colorado at Boulder.
stration
at Dartmouth. Due to receive his
house,
teaching
part
time
at
Richmond
Coast.
>/ KATHIE CANOR MILLER'S husband, Scott
College and yachting,
7 MBS in June and plans to work in St. Louis,
VIRGINIA CARPENTER is Director of
Missouri. He is married to BETH
is a senior industrial designer with a consulting
the Oak Park, Illinois Tennis Club for
firm in Southport, Conn. They have three
fa~0
(SHERRERD) '69 and they have two sons.
children, Garrett 11, Kresten 9 and Gaelen 5. ^©SUSAN HALL CONRAD, after
'72-73 and received a sales award from
PAM (BOOTH) ALEXANDER AND TOM
graduating from Rollins, went to Converse
'Amway Distributors.
Kathie teaches an Adult Sculpture program
'66
are living in White Plains, N. Y. They
College and received her master in political
and has been doing some sculpting on her
have a 2-year old daughter, Amy. Tom works
MARGARET HOBBINS JOHNSON had
science. After that she taught in South
own, including a first portrait commission.
for Chemical Bank. They are expecting their
hoped to attend this reunion, but having
Carolina and Ohio. Then she accepted a
DIANE
^eco
ond child sometime in April.
just finished building a new house and
/£3
BLABON HOLT and husband,
teaching position at an Interantional
having a baby just 1 0 months ago, couldn't
Charles, went to Africa last fall as guests of
School in Tehran, Iran where she taught
VJAN E (PIEPER) AND BOB WILEY '66
Dr. M.S. Leakey and her youngest son,
quite make it. They live in a delightful
English to the children of diplomats
have moved to Seminole, Florida where

V
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Bob has accepted another church, Good
Shepherd. They have a daughter, Heather,
2J/2 years old.

'JJFRANCES BURLEIGH FERNALD
resides
in West Newton, Massachusetts,
n
where she has lived since August 1913.

HARRY SHEARER is president of Shearer
Volkswagen in Melbourne, Florida. He is
married to the Former Elizabeth Parkhurst
Goodyear.

^^EVELYN G. HAYNES writes that
she is retired six months out of the year,
while during the other six months she
is employed with Huckleberry Real
Estate in Hendersonville, North Carolina.

BILL HOWARD was married to Linda
Scara from Meridian, Mississippi on
March 6, 1971 in San Diego, California.
They now live in Springfield, Virginia.
BOB RICHARDSON writes "Despite my
vows to stay away from the newspaper
business and the frozen North, I am A
(not the) sports copy editor at the Boston
Herald American. In less than two years,
I've already folded one paper and this
one is rumored headed for the same fate."
LANE TAYLOR says he is still single but
marriage is on the near horizon; he graduated from the University of Florida in
1972 and is now an account executive
and Public Relations Specialist for Fry/
Hammond/ Born in Orlando.

'^gjFormer Mayor RAY GREENE
celebrated his 85th birthday M'ay 22 and
was honored with a reception in the mayor's
office at City Hall. He was presented a key
to the city by the mayor and a plaque.
y/ *H*7AL1CE PORTNER BOWLING of
Naples, Florida tells us she is a member of
St. Ann Catholic Church, and is first
president of the Southwest Florida Ostomy
Association, Vice President of Collier
Retired Teacher's Association, is a member
of the Democratic Women's Club, Duplicate
Bridge Group, Florida Education Association,
and National Retired Teacher's Organization.
She has given 3700 volunteer hours at the
hospital.

CARL WEIDLING plans to be at Reunion,
but for his friends he brings us up-to-date
on his activities. He spent nearly four years
as an enlisted man in the Navy. He was
stationed in Japan on an Air Force Base
for 2 years at Tachikawa and Yokota,
not far from Tokyo. After that he went
to Norfolk and got out the last of
January. He has enrolled at Florida
Atlantic University for the Spring
term.
WILLIAM MELLAN is presently working
on his doctorate in medical sociology at
the University of Florida and is a Kellogg
Foundation Doctoral Fellow in the
Behavorial and Social Sciences.
^f LESLIE (JOHNSON) ALEXANDER is an
Art teacher at the Heathwood Hill Episcopal
School in Columbia, S. C. She is working on
her M. A. at the University of South Carolina.
Her husband is Dean of Student Activities
there.

>»H>ftLOUISE HOLLAND CHAMPNEYS
^ came over from Apopka to have lunch at
DiCKI E COLADO's with GLADYS
l^WILKINSON YABLONKY, KITTY BARNES
VSLOAN and KAY HOSMER before they
went out to Walt Disney World. CAROLYN
VKENT BUTT and EDNA WALLACE
VfOHNSTON ('25) and GERTRUDE WARD
\-/CAMPBELL were also there .
CHARLIE "ZIP" ZEHLER wrote that he
regretted not attending reunion this year,
and he is looking forward to the class's
50th. We send him sympathy for the
recent death of his mother.

yicOLET SUTHERLAND

JOHNSON and
husband enjoyed three weeks vacation
at Ormond Beach just after reunion, as
they have for many years. Another year,
when dates overlap, they may get to the
campus for the Pioneer Luncheon.

yhtr

•<

Other
CLASS

News
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EUNICE BALDWIN MclNTOSH and
husband, who is 92 years of age, are presently
residing in Strathmore, California. Once a
month they furnish music at the Fresno
Rescue Mission, which is broadcast on
radio three times a week. She teaches a
teen-age group Sunday mornings and assists
in a bi-monthly Young Mother's Bible Class
at the Church. She is also telephoner and
a hostess for Christian Women's Club
once a month. They travel quite a bit,
driving to Los Angeles, Washington, Texas,
and may even attempt driving again this
year to Prince Edward Island, Eastern
Canada.

, 5J0 AGNES CLARK SMITH lives in
* her home town of Oviedo; and she is still
active in her own citrus groves, and civic
and church activities.

SIDNEY and MARTHA WILLIMON
CARLSON sent greetings to all. Both
have been ill, but are recuperating and will
get back to Central Florida some time. They
would love to have Rollins friends call on
them.

Pioneers gathering at Walt Disney
World to reminise were BILLIE FREEMAN
GREENE and RAY, JUNE MOSHELR
^RHODES and JOHN, ELFREDA KOLBE
/ADLER, MEREDITH DAVIS, BERYL
BOWMAN, CHARLIE and MYRT
ROBERTS, IDA BELLE EDWARDS
THOMPSON and DONALD, RUTH McKEE
NEITZEL, JACK and DOROTHY EVANS,
plus Gladys, Kay, Kitty, and Dickie.
' JOROBERT A. BURHANS is still
working as Purchasing Agent for EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University and is a
member of the Holly Hill, Florida city
council.
'30DR- BOHUSLAV GLOS, although
retired, is partly employed by the University
of Prague in Prague, Czechoslovakia
as a professor.
13IDOROTHY HARTRIDGE LEWTER
was recently appointed as Delta Area
Coordinator for 0M Fraternity. She is in
charge of alumni and collegians in Alabama,
Mississippi, and Louisiana. She attended
a National Leadership Conference in
Atlanta to help train collegiate Chapter
Presidents.

The Planks recommend special projects
to add fun and enrich travel experiences.
One of theirs was to follow the path of
Robert Louis Stevenson in Europe,
California and Western Samoa. In Europe
they tried to discover the inventor of the
corkscrew. In the Tongan Islands they
presented an island chief and his subjects
with plastic frisbees.
Thus, the Plancks have spent a full
year in Europe, gone around the world
in 387 days, and completed a six month
circuit of the Pacific, all at an average
cost of $17 a day for two, including
food, lodging, and transportation.
DONALD E. FRENCH and wife are
now living full-time in their trailer since
selling their home in California. They
are now "truly modern gypsies!"
LOTTIE TURNER COOK writes that
she is living in Leesburg, Virginia. Her
eldest daughter, Charlotte Cook Morse,
is an assistant professor at Yale University, while Evelyn Cook Morris,
youngest, is completing an around-theworld tour with her husband.

"SOFIE" CLAUDE COUCH is doing his
own cooking now. He bowls, takes short
trips, heads Cancer and Heart Fund drives.
Our sympathy goes to him for the death
of his wife, Mary. He asks to be remembered
to old friends and says when things get
settled he might get down to the campus
in the fall or early winter.

'34ELEANOR W'LCOX ROBERTS is
presently a real estate saleswoman
associated with R. Quick Agency in
Durham, Connecticut. She plans on
attending her 40th reunion at Rollins
in 1974.
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CHARLOTTE STOUT HOOKER
serves as chairman of the Chattanooga
Cotton Ball, a 41 year-old social event;
Trustee of the Houston Antique Museum
in Chattanooga, and State Secretary of
the Association for the Preservation of
Tennessee Antiquity, of which there
are seventeen chapters. Charlotte lives
now in Lookout Mountain, Tennessee.

3XCAROLYN HEINE PLANCK and
husband, Charles, of Fremont, California,
are the authors of two new books, How to
Double Your Travel FUNds and Pacific
Paradise on a Low Budget. The books tell
of a six month trip around the huge Pacific
at a cost of $30 a day for two. Even in
"expensive" Japan, they saw most of the
major tourist sights at a cost of around
$15 a day for two. In Suva, capital of
the Fijis, they lived in an apartment overlooking the city at $28 a week, and their
two months there, including trips among
the islands on small copra boats, cost
less than $10 a day for two for everything.

^^^f-ETTA STANLEY SCHULTZ
serves as President of San Jose Country
Club's Ladies Golf Association, Board of
Jacksonville Symphony, Correspondence
Secretary of Pi Beta Phi Alumnae and
Deacon of Arlington Presbyterian Church.

DUDLEY V. I. DARLING of Scarborough, New Youk is employed as a
director of Ward Howell Associates in
New York City. He writes that his son,
Boyd, is a '73 graduate of Rollins.
J ESS A. GREG G sold a novel entitled
BABY BOY, published by Putman paperback. He also signed a contract for a
musical comedy COWBOY, to be produced on Broadway, hopefully "this fall
or winter.

\ 42 EVELYN BOLAND HILL re•

sides in Coral Gables, Florida and is
working as a television actress.

^/EETTY KNOWLTON SHORE is in
her fifth year working at Newton Estates
School in College Park, Georgia.
V^TRENE HOENIG MAXWELL works as
a self-employed actress doing television
commercials. Her daughter, Penelope
Windust, was nominated for a Tony for
best supporting actress in the play
Elizabeth II.
\^ll of HELEN DARLING JOHNSON'S
children are grown and she is now enrolled
in New York University Law School.
JOHN L. LIBERMAN and wife, June,
have taken up back-packing. They spent
their April vacation hiking part of the
Appalachian Trail in the Shenandoah
National Park.

JAMES M C0NKLIN isstm
'43
living in Mayfield Village, Ohio and is
owner of No-No Specialty Company.
44 J- RICHARD SEWELL is now
Registrar of Seminole Junior College
in Sanford, Florida.

\/ iJ5ROSA1-IND DARROW SHOR
presently is Assistant Professor of Library
Science and Children's Literature at
Trenton State College in Trenton, New
Jersey. Her husband is a research
veterinarian. Rosalind is the author of
two books, WHEN THE CORN IS RED
'3fcMARLEN ELDREDGE NEUMANN
-and
LIBRARIES AND YOU.
continues active in the Diplomatic Wives'
Organization in Kabul, Afghanistan. She
y/4v ELIZABETH (BETTY) ASHER
was Treasurer in 1972 and is Vice President
MARSHALL writes that she is enjoying
in 1 973.-She has been re-appointed as a
her retirement after twenty years of
member at large on the Board of the
teaching at the College of Nursing at
Afghan Society for Rehabilitation of
Niagra University.
the physically handicapped.
Sons of CHARLES G. and BETTY Mc
We extend our sympathy to Dr. R.
CAUSLIN REX, Charles and Chris,
BROWN, whose wife Polly passed away
have recently joined the Florida Symphony
April 24, 1973.
Orchestra. Charles, violinist, and Chris,
,
cellist, were both spoken of favorably
37NELSON MARSHALL is director
by Eugene Ormand, director of Philaof the International Center for Marine
delphia Orchestra.
Resources Development at the University
of Rhode Island. He is presently involved
^^RUTH McDANIEL WILSON,
in preparing programs with Puerto Rico,
Jasper, Ala.
, accompanied her
Tanzania, and the Phillippines. Both
husband to Miami last July, where he
NELSON and GRACE TERRY MARSHALL
made the nominating speech for Governor
will return to Australia in June to participate
George C. Wallace at the Democratic
in the Coral Reef Symposium abroard ship
National Convention. Mr. Wilson serves
in the Great Barrier Reef.
as Finance and Taxation chairman of the
Alabama Senate and won the Alabama
CARL T. and CORNELIA BARROWS
GOELLER have both retired and reside
Press Corps award for best orator last
in Tarrytown, New York. They are busy
year. They have a daughter in college,
working in their garden and enjoy their
a son in high school, and two daughters
two grandchildren, ages five and two.
in junior high.
39PAUL MA and wife> Nancy Chi, of
Tokyo, recently took time off from their
busy and quite famous restaurant, Nancy
Chi Ma's Chinese Restaurant in Minato-Ku
to make a visit to Orlando and Rollins
campus. This was Paul's first return to
renew old school friendships.

49 GERALD HONAKER is still
teaching drama and theatre at Catawba,
but is expanding the television and movie
classes. Jerry spent six weeks in Singapore
and Malaysia last summer shooting a
film on performing arts, which he is
editing for release this summer. He
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began rehearsals in Charlotte, North _
Carolina February 25, for a tryout performance of a new rock opera MEET GOD,
MAN! A tour is planned for summer 1973.
Jerry also hopes to get back overseas for
more filming at the last part of the
-summer.

Any Rollins Alumnus (especially Alpha
Phi Lambda Fraternity brothers) is invited
to visit the HEATHS at 318 Warren Place,
Ithaca, New York.

Nursing Home and Vice President of Vienna
Road Corporation, PATRICIA TRUMBULL
HOWELL, Palmyra, New York, is a licensed
real estate saleswoman, hoping to soon
complete studies for her brokers license.

©^ JO KINCAID works as a teacher
at Rio Linda School District in Sacramento, California. She was an entry in
the Powder Puff Derby this year as TAR 76.

/JANE TRUESDALL JOHNSON rs part* owner of an art gallery, Summer Squash
y/foAN
JARMAN
RHYNE
will
be
residing
in
Dr. and Mrs. Robert C. Heath, a daughter,
Gallery, in Washington, D.C. They specialize
Alaska for three years while her husband
Ann Elizabeth, February 17, 1973.
in art posters and graphics by currently
serves
in
the
Air
Force
Headquarters
there.
£0 ANN KNIGHT TENNIS tells
MARIE PERKINS LLOYD writes
famous artists.
They will travel through the west and up
us she is editor of THE ISLAND NEWS in
Jfiat she enjoyed a visit from NANCY
the Alcan Highway during the summer in
Key Biscayne, Florida.
JOANNE HORSATH STEBBI NS, owner
V/CORSE REED ('55) during the National
order to re-discover the last frontier. . .
of Stebbins School of Dance in Goldenrod,
CAROL POSTEN MILLER continues to
Senior Women's 35 and 45 Clay Court
camping, hiking, and just a pleasurable
Florida, plans on having a new studio built
work in the Drug Abuse Program in
Tournament. Marie lives in Houston,
trip.
by September 1973. Her husband, Marty,
Baltimore, Maryland. For the past two
Texas now.
is a newscaster for WDBO T. V. in Orlando,
ANUN PORA is married, has two children,
years she has been chairman of "MealsBARBARA
A.
SPENCER
works
at
T.A.
Florida.
and
is
supervisor
for
Cathay
Air
Lines.
on-Wheels", meals served by the First
^/BONNIE MILLER NARADJI is a lobbyist
Meloey Elementary School as a first grade
Presbyterian Church to an average of
LUIS C. DOM1NGUEZ is moving to London
and research writer for Ralph Nader's
teacher. She lives in Westbrook, Connecticut.
50 clients a day. "One of the most
in the fall to run the New Yorker in Europe.
Congress
Watch in Washington; D. C.
rewarding things I've ever done," she
BIRTHS:
BIRTHS:
says.
/ Since September, JEAN CHRISTY ENGLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan C. McVey, a son, Joseph
Mr. and Mrs. Angel Galeana, a son, Juan
V has been an assistant Professor of History
BILL D.WILLIAMS of Be thesda, MaryJohn, January 8, 1972.
Angel, January 27, 197 3.
at Northeast Louisiana University. Her husband,
land is an FBI assistant agent in charge
Bobby, is an Assistant Professor of Government
in the Washington, D.C. Field Office.
WEDDINGS:
at Northeast Louisiana University, also, in
GLORIA PASTERNAK HECHT has
PATRICIA VAN SICKLE WOLFE is
Monroe, Louisiana.
'^/SUE JENI ELIZABETH SZUCH to Allen x
been traveling in Europe with her husband
presently chairman of the Education
-Christopher Kay-Martin, May 5, 1973.
WEDDINGS:
and son since October 1972, and they are
Department at Cardinal Stritch College
SALLY EVINRUDE
still
there.
They
spent
the
winter
in
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. She has three
BONNIE JANE MILLER to John Naradji, April
, 5>7
SLATER of
southern Morocco and will spend the spring
\r North Palm Beach, Florida has four children
28, 1973.
children, ages 23, 18, and 19.
and fall in northern Europe.
and is still playing tennis and doing quite
JEAN CHRISTY to Dr. Bobby L. England.
THOMAS E. MULLEN lives in Winstonwell. She writes that she would love to
MARY AMICK HINTE is living in WilliamsSalem, North Carolina and is Dean of the
As director of Combs Properties,
hear from any old classmates.
burg, Virginia now. Her husband, Tom, has
College at Wake Forest University there.
been promoted to manager of the Williamsburg STEPHEN M. COMBS handles the National
/59 A letter from INGER JOHNSEN
HENRY B. BAXTER now lives in
branch of the Sherwin-Williams Company.
Marketing for Tek Trailers of Brazil, Indiana.
Located in Plainfield, Indiana, Combs
Immokalee, Florida and is in the Farming ^ MOKSNESS tells us that she has graduated
RALPH H. TANCHUK is territory7 manager
' ..
, .
. .
. .,
.
a
D
from the University of Oslo and has a law
Properties also invests in real estate and
Business.
for the Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company, Inc.
. ..
,
.
degree. She is an authorized barrister, but
'
owns a printing business.
WEDDINGS:
iin Flint, Michigan.
works in the Supreme Court of Norway as
PATRICIA VAN SICKLE PEEPLES
™„„w r, .~v, „. .K.^I.^.K, /,«»
\/ DANA CAVALLERO is the teacher and
\/
a clerk preparing the cases for the Judicial
BOBBY G. and OY KLINKMANN ('67)
to Harold H.Wolfe.
educational programmer for the Children's
Select Committee of the Supreme Court.
' WOMBLES are residing in Maitland, Florida.
Psychiatric Unit for the State of New
After her graduation in 1964, she
Bobby is working as an attorney at law with
.MARJORIEM. NORRIS writes that
Mexico (located at the Los Lunas Hospital
worked for 3/4 year in the Ministry of
Icardi, Wombles, and Livingston, PA in
she is chairman of the History Department
and Training School). This is the state's
Foreign Affairs, and for 2Vi years in the
Winter Park, Florida.
at St. Agnes School in Alexandria,
only residential facility for disturbed
Ministry of Finance (both times in the
Virginia.
LINDA QUALL.S COFFIE was in the
children.
Dana is planning to go to
legal departments) and for five years as
8
first graduating class of court reporters
Europe in the fall (for fun).
a junior judge in the courts.
RONALD L. FRYMIRE is Science
from Professional Skills Institute in
VIRGINIA MENDINHALL BARDEN is
Department Chairman, Science teacher,
WEDDINGS:
Winter Park.
*still living in Summit, New Jersey with her
and football and golf coach at Mclntosh
\^'NGER KRISTINE JOHNSEN to Carl
husband, Douglas, and two sons.
Junior High School in Sarasota, Florida.
BIRTHS:
D. Moksness.
He and his wife, "Rie" enjoy their work
An English teacher from St. Petersburg,
Mr. and Mrs. THOMAS M. HI NTE, a
with the Sunday School and as youth
BIRTHS:
t^Ftorida, VIRGINIA SPRINKLE LaBRANT
daughter, Laura Jane, February 7, 1973.
sponsors.
was listed in Outstanding Young Women of
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Budworth, a son,
'^^MILES E. HISIGER is making his
America for 1972.
LISTON D. BOCHETTE presently is Vice
Phillip Andrew, March 21, 1973.
home in Huntington, New York and is
President and General Manager of Norman
ERNEST F. ARVESEN has been promoted
employed as audit manager with Arthur
£QPRISCI LLA RANSOM BLUTINGER
Auto Supply Stores in Fort Myers, Florida.
to factoring credit officer by the board of
Andersen
Company
in
New
York
City.
/returned
to
school
this
January
after
rE
directors of Trust Company of Georgia in
twelve years, as a result of her interest in
KENNETH L. SALMON tells us that
has now expanded her studio and is teaching
Atlanta. Following positions with the Record
prison counseling. She is working towards
he is working with Kirkpatrick, Lockhart,
ballet in Naples, LeHigh Acres, and Fort
Supply Company and the Crane Accounting
a Masters of Divinity degree at the Princeton
Johnson and Hutchison as an attorney in
Myers, Florida.
Systems of Orlando, Florida, Mr. Arvesen
Theological Seminary and writes that "for
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
joined the staff of the Household Finance
JAMES A. KELLY owns and manages the
the first time in my life I am actually
ONALD R. and MARY TONE ('65)
Corporation in Galveston, Texas where he
Eagle's Nest Lodge, plus Eagle's Nest
looking forward to going to classes."
NESBITT are living in Charlotte, North
served for four years as branch manager.
Young Sportsman's Club Camp in Punta
y/^PATRICIA STEVENS BIANCO and her
Carolina now. Don is Assistant Director
In October, 1970, he moved to Atlanta
Gorda, Florida. He has had children of
husband, Frank, are building a new home
of Group Sales and Service with Prudential
and joined the staff of Trust Company of
, classmates EDWIN R. MOTCH, III ('51)
in Allegany, New York. Frank recently
Insurance Company there.
Georgia as a credit manager in the Factoring
and wife, GLORIA BURNS MOTCH
received
his
Ph.
D.
from
the
University
of
Department. He presently serves in this
('52) and J. MAX GRULKE ('51) and
BIRTHS:
Pittsburgh. Patricia is teaching full time
capacity.
wife, PATRICIA ROBERTS GRULKE
MR. and MRS. DONALD R. NESBITT, a
as an assistant Professor in speech and
('52) to attend the summer camp program.
WEDDINGS:
daughter, Mary Suzanne, March 24, 1973.
drama. Last year she directed two student
FRED M. and JOANNE BYRD ('50)
shows, and this summer she is directing
BARBARA BROCKMAN DALRYMPLE
i/!3M^ JUDITH ROBB FULLER is busy
\r- ROGERS are now publishing a "MISTER
another one. Frank is a professor at St.
' to BRUCE CANTRELLBEHRENS.
at
home
with
a
three
year
old
son
and
a
ROGER'S" newsletter entitled AROUND
Bonaventure University. He is the director
one and a half year old daughter. Judy's
THE NEIGHBORHOOD. Joanne has been
BIRTHS:
of the Spanish Club there, and she is the
husband, Robert C. Fuller, was recently
coaching with. Jack Carter, a Rollins music
MR. and MRS. STEPHEN M. COMBS, a
director of the "Sock and Buskin" drama
appointed Vice President of Heil and Heil
professor, and expects to give a piano recital
son, Charles Edward Stuart, April 12, 1971.
club and Honorary at the University of
Insurance Agency in Evanston, Illinois.
in Pittsburgh, October 27.
Pittsburgh at Bradford.
6/ANN BECKMAN KELLOGG writes
PAUL DOUGLAS PREVOST, a
that she and her family are now living in
WEDDINGS:
1972 73 was abus
Design
Engineer,
is
employed
with
Southern
IJX
/
V year for DR.
nd completely restoring a 1798 townhouse
K/ELEANOR GINADER to Joe Berry,
Bell in Atlanta, Georgia.
ROBERT C. HEATH. He completed his
in Alexandria, Virginia. Their new daughter
Ed. D. Thesis entitled Drug Abuse: The
November 3, 1972.
GEORGE HAROLD FISHER, J R. received
Hannah, was the first child born in the house
Secondary School Adi.-inistrative Role
an advanced degree from the University of
BIRTHS:
(home delivery) in 80 years!
in Selected School Districts of New York
Miami during commencement ceremonies,
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Niles, Jr., a daughter,
TIM ORWICK has returned to the Orlando
State. He received his doctorate degree
January 1973.
Molly Virginia, February 16, 1973.
area as an officer (accounting Systems
on August 30, 1972 from C( rneti University.
JAMES E. COOPER of Maitland, Florida
Manager) with the First at Orlando Corporation,
Dr. Heath is completing his eleven m year as
1ANA is livin
JUDITH HILL
is an agent for Connecticut Mutual Life
second largest bank holding company in
a German/Math teacher in Boynton Junior V in Puc rto Vallarta in Jalisco, Mexico with
Insurance Company in Orlando, Florida.
Florida.
High School of the Ithaca City School
her husband and child. She writes, "We
WEDDINGS:
District, Ithaca, New York. He will be one
would be happy to help anyone planning
In Deicember 1970 LYNDA HENSLER
of the candidates for the New York State
a trip to Puerto Vallarta."
JAMES E. COOPER to LINDA N.
Y MILL ER received her MS in Oceanography
Teachers Retirement Board in November
CHAMBERS, March 8, 1973.
from the University of Hawaii. She is now
Besides being a partner in the Gables
1973.

y

BIRTHS:
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TheAlfond Swimming Pool
Dedicated April 29, 1973
Winter Park, Florida
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working as the cook aboard M/V Pacific Seal
WEDDINGS:
WEDDINGS:
MARTHA STANLEY SHOAF ('69) now
so that she can be with her husband (the
/works
for Health and Rehabilitative SeryjCHRISTOPHER TAYLOR to CAMI
2. SUSAN DEUTSEN to W. Wesley Black 111
captain). The "Pacific Seal" is a '54 foot
(
vices, Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
DEMPSEY, ('70) January 4, 1973.
August
4,
1972.
supply boat, which has worked both as a
as a District Counselor in Rockledge,
research vessel and as a supply boat for
DICK CONKLIN and JANE (PICK)
,/MARCIA LOUISE YARD to Terry Tracy
Florida.
various drilling rigs in the Gulf of Mexico.
U^AILLARD ('48) recently attended the
Tucker February 19, 1973.
l^AUBRA JOHNSON PATE ('67) and her '
Appreciation Clambake given by Bob
ELIZABETH BODENHEIMER LEWIS
husband, Davis were transfered to Tifton,
BIRTHS:
Keller Stutz, Inc., at Cazenovia, New York.
will be teaching a course in "public
Georgia by Chevron Chemical Company I
MR. and MRS. PAUL MOORE, a son,
Jane's husband Gil is a manager with the
speaking" in the adult education program
last March from the Orlando Area. Aubra is
Peter Jon Christian, March 9, 1973.
firm, an exclusive distributor for the
in Cooperstown, New York. Her husband,
now teaching math at Abraham Baldwin
limited production Stutz motor-car. Dick,
Don, is presently doing his residency in
Agricultural College in Tifton.
MR. and MRS. BOB TAYLOR, a boy,
a
Consultant with IBM in nearby Syracuse,
internal medicine at Bossett Hospital
. Robert, Jr., May 1, 1973.
CHARLES E. RICE, ('64) president and chief
was the Keller firm's first customer, shortly
there.
operating
officer of Barnett Banks of
72 ALLYSON J. STALEY graduated
after his graduation from Rollins in 1970.
Florida,
Inc.,
is among six new members of
GLORIA G. Gl LES received her certificate
from the University of Florida in
ALAN HOWARD LANDAY is a graduate
the
Regional
Advisory
Committee on
in computer sciences from the University
August 1972 with a BA in English. She is
student at the University of Maryland in
Banking Policies and Practices. Rice will
of Central Florida in October, 1971. She
now residing in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
College Park, Maryland.
serve a two year term on the committee,
is now assistant auditor and is working
DANA CONSLER rs enrolled at the Boston
ending on December 31, 1974. The
directly with the E. D.P. Department to
WEDDINGS:
University School of Business and doing
Regional Advisory Committee on Banking
insure control of all data processing.
\f STEVEN W. WILSON to LENNI I. YESNER
quite well in their graduate program.
Policies and Practices assists the Office of
ELLERY SONKING MAUCERI is living
{'12) August 19, 1972.
the Comptroller of the Currency in a
^/MARTHA SAMII has one child, eight,
in Guilderland, New York, where her
V^HENRY LEE to JESSICA WADDELL ('72)
continuing review aimed at keeping bank
and
is
working
as
a
librarian
at
the
Tehran
husband is finishing up his training at
August 25, 1971.
regulations abreast of the nation's needs.
Interantional School in Tehran, Iran,
the medical center there.
where she is now living.
^IjEANETTE ANNA BREEUWER is
BIRTHS:
DR. RAY JACKSON, ('64) business managepresently studying Marine Biology at the
WEDDINGS:
ment instructor at Lake-Sumpter Community
Mr. and Mrs. Richard I. Kellogg, a daughter
Institute Oceanografico, Universidad de
college the past six years, has been appointed
V^ALLYSON J. STALEY to Steven Samiljan,
Hannah Beckman, January 20, 1973.
Oriente, Cumana, Venezuela.
June 2, 1973.
Dean of Instruction at Sumter Area Technical
y^JANET LEDDER BALLARD is presently
Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT R. GUSTAFSON,
Education Center, a community college
EVENING SCHOOL
attending Florida State University on a
a daughter, Rebecca Lynn, March 9, 1973.
at Sumter, South Carolina. He will leave
Federal Grant obtained through the Orlando
MARGARET ANN RELIGA ('72) is living in
Lake Sumter Community College at the
Public Library (her employer). She has been
Maitland, Florida and is employed by the
conclusion of Summer Term lll-A,
©C0DAVID N. KING is now manager of
in Tallahassee, Florida since September
Winter Park Telephone Company in the
reporting to Sumter, South Carolina on
Syndicate Department with Varnedoe
' capacity of Force Administration
1972, and hopes to receive her Masters in
June 18.
Chisholm Skinner and Company, Inc. in
Supervisor.
Library Science in August 1973. She will
Dr. Jackson completed the Doctor of
Savannah, Georgia.
then return to the Orlando Public Library,
Education degree at the University of
CLIFFORD JAMES YARBROUGH ('72)
P. JEFFREY BIRTCH lives in Fort Lauderdale, where she will be classified as a Professional
Southern Mississippi in Hattiesburg in
lives in Cheyenne, Wyoming now and is a
Florida now and is Trust Administrative
Librarian.
August 1972. He holds a Master of
quality specialist with the United States
Officer with the Broward National Bank.
Education degree from the University of
i Air Force.
Airman First Class DAVID E. HOBART
Florida and a Master of Business AdministraRHEUA S. STAKELY is the new assistant
has been named Outstanding Airman in his ^DELORES ATTARD WILKINSON ('62
tion degree from Rollins. He received his
director of admissions for Phillips Exeter
unit
it Beale
Rpil/i Air
AIi- Force
C/~,r^a Base,
D -.,-« r~
~i:t
:*
unit at
California.
and her husband, Mims, havH|pioved into
Bachelor of Arts degree from the Ohio State
Academy in Exeter, New Hampshire, as of
Airman Hobart, an aircraft systems repairtheir new home in Stone Mountain and
University, with a major in sociology and
August 1, 1973. She is going to spend the
man, was selected for his exemplary conhave sold their farm, Cedar Grove, in
political science.
summer hiking in Greece and Switzerland.
duct and duty performance. He is assigned
Madison, Georgia. Mims is going to farm
Prior to coming to lake Sumter, Dr.
Rheua also won the Northern New England
to a unit of the Strategic Air Command,
his one acre of residential land instead of
Ladies Class B indoor singles and doubles
Jackson taught at Edgewater High School in
America's nuclear deterrent force of
the 165 acres he had. He was a full-time
tennis tournament held in Andover,
Orlando and on a part-time basis at Orlando
long range bombers and intercontilawyer, and a weekend farmer, who raised
Massachusetts, April 13-15, 1973.
Junior College. He and his family have been
nental ballistic missiles.
Belted Galloway cattle. He will still maintain
residing in Mount Dora, Florida
BIRTHS:
ROBERT ABBEY was commissioned
an interest in his cattle raising, but he is
WEDDINGS:
MR. and MRS. GORDON LYNCH, a
January 9, 1972. He has completed
moving some of his herd to Eustis, Florida.
daughter, Alyson, April 16,1973.
Infantry Officer's School and Supply
Dolores' parents live in Orlando, so between V^RANDY MALLETT MOORE to DEBORAH
School. Stationed in Okinawa, he will
the in-laws and the cattle raising, Florida
ANNE WAND July 15, 1972.
become a First Lt. on June 1.
will be seeing quite a bit of the Wilkinsons
^MARTHA STANLEY OGAN to Harry Shoaf
^^CONSTANCE E. HIRSCHMAN is
in the months to come.
February 17, 1973.
CARLOS R.MARTINEZ, M.D. went to
currently selling her paintings. She has
Temple University School of Medicine.
THOMAS E. BARNES, (70) employed with
paintings in galleries in Boca Raton, Fla.
BIRTHS:
He graduated in 1972 and is presently a
Martin Marietta Corporation, is moving
and York, Pennsylvania. In October she is
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Keal, a daughter, Heather
medical intern at The Medical College of
with his family to North Dakota for 18
having a one-woman show at the York
Ann, November 21, 1973.
Virginia.
months
of
cold
weather
living.
College of Pennsylvania. Her working studio
is in Pbmpano Beach, Florida. She plans to
play in some of the tournaments on the
women's Amateur golf circuit this
summer after a trip to Europe.

PETER S. CAHALL takes pleasure in
announcing the opening of his new offices
under the firm name of FML Financial
in Orlando, Florida.

Lt. Col. CHARLES B. CLARK ('64) has taken
a sales position with WESPA.C Corporation
dealing in data processing servicing in
southern California.
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TENTATIVE CALENDAR of EVENTS ROLLINS COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
1973-1974

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

3, 1973
4, 1973
10,1973
11,1973
17, 1973
21,1973

Sept. 22, 1973
Sept. 24, 1973

Sept. 25, 1973
Sept. 29, 1973
Oct. 2, 1973
Oct. 5, 1973
Oct. 12,1973
Oct. 16, 1973
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

20,
23,
26,
29,

1973
1973
1973
1973

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1,1973
3, 1973
5, 1973
6, 1973

Labor Day
New Students Report

Classes Begin
Alumni Assn. Board Meeting
Soccer vs The Citadel - home
First Fund Appeal Mailing and new
1973 Alumni Directory
Soccer vs U. of South - home
Tampa/ST. Pete Alumni/Parent Meeting (Week of - tentative)
Soccer vs Embry - Riddle - home
Soccer vs St. Bernards — home
The Rollins Club Party
Soccer vs Eckerd — home
Soccer vs Tampa - home
Washington, D. C. Alumni/Parent Meeting
(Week of - tentative)
Soccer vs Jacksonville U. — away
Jacksonville Alumni/Parent Meeting
Soccer vs Bryan College — home
Soccer vs Stetson — home
Soccer vs St. Leo - away
Soccer vs St. Louis U. — home
Soccer vs Athens College — home
Los Angeles Alumni Meeting (tentative)
San Francisco Alumni Meeting (tentative)
Soccer vs U. of S. Fla. - home

Nov. 9, 1973
Nov. 10, 1973
Nov. 18,1973
Nov. 22, 1973
Dec. 1,1973

Dec. 3, 1973
Dec. 14,1973
Jan. 2, 1974
Dec. 28, 1973

Hawaii Alumni Club Meeting (tentative)
Soccer vs Miami —home
Miami Alumni/Parent Meeting
(week of—tentative)
Thanksgiving
Basketball vs U. of Wis. - Madison
Wis. area Alumni/Parent Meeting
(tentative)
Basketball vs Northwestern
Chicago Alumni/Parent Meeting
Christmas Break
N.Y. -Philadelphia Area Special Theatre
Alumni Party

Jan. 3, 1974

Winter Term Begins

Feb. 6,1974
Feb. 18, 1974

Winter Term Ends
Basketball vs Ashland, O. - there
Cleveland/Columbus area Alumni/
Parent Meeting at Ashland

Mar. 29-31,1974

ANNUAL ALUMNI REUNION
AND PARENT WEEKEND

Apr. 6-14, 1974

Spring Break

May 26, 1974

Commencement

*NOTE - a complete basketball schedule will be published at a later date, as will firm dates for various Alumni/Parent
Club Meetings — Watch your mail for details.

